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Trustees approve student health fee increase
Increasing supply and accreditation
costs force corresponding
increase in student expenses.
MARGARET FARISH
STAFF WRITER

On Feb. 8, the Clemson Board of Trustees
approved a $6 per-semester increase in the student
health fee effective in fall 2007.
The necessity for the increase came after the
South Carolina legislature built a cost of living
increase for health care providers into the state
budget, said George Clay, Redfern Health Center's
executive director. Because the legislation does

not pay for the increase, the responsibility falls to
Redfern to provide additional funding.
"This increase in the health fee will enable
student health services to continue to provide a
comprehensive system of care that meets Joint
Commission and APA accreditation standards,"
said Clay. He said while $6 is a modest increase, it
will cover the salaries of at least four of Redfern's
about 70 employees, as well as an additional
increase in supplies costs.
The student health fee currently covers all students' professional visits to Redfern's health care
providers, from physicians to psychologists. Clay
said the fee also helps greatly reduce the cost of
additional services like x-rays.
"We don't want anyone forgoing medical treatment because of the money," said Clay. For this

see HEALTH, page A5

FREE HEALTHCARE?: A slight fee increase will allow Redfern
to continue to provide low-cost services to all students.

Students show off research

University
Web site gets
makeover
Revamped site will use new
technology to provide a
streamlined online experience.
JONATHAN YONCUE
STAFF WRITER

Clemson University's Web site will
soon be updated by Clemson's Office of
Web Services, which operates under the
University's Publications and Promotion
Department.
The new Web site, according to team
writer and editor Carrie DuPre, will
include new features such as a new master calendar and more videos, enhanced
visuals and lots of timely features, like the
day's news and spotlights on people.
The University Web site, according to
Clemson's Webmaster, Carol Usher, was

see WEB SITE, page A7
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SEE, IT WORKS LIKE THIS...: Biosystems engineering majors Jean Kim and Thomas Pheiffer explain biosystems
research to an interested student in the Almeda Jacks Ballroom. Such research is the focus of the upcoming EWeek.

Clemson joins national trend
by honoring science and
engineering.
MELISSA WHITSON
STAFF WRITER

With Clemson's engineering and
science departments recognized around
the country as being among the best in
the nation, it is only appropriate that
the University host an official celebration acknowledging the importance
of the programs. To coincide with
the nationally recognized Engineer's

Week (EWeek) in February, Clemson's
engineering honor society Tau Beta Pi
SC Alpha will host the second annual
Engineering and Science Week (E&S
Week) celebration beginning Sunday,
Feb. 25.
Despite being relatively new to the
Clemson campus, EWeek events have
been held at schools acaross the country
for years. Chemical engineering senior
Tau Beta Pi member and co-chair of
this year's E&S Week, William Lewis,
visited the University of Pittsburgh
during their EWeek celebration two
years ago. After seeing the wide range
of events — everything from duct taping contests to soap box derby races to
drag-beauty contests — Lewis realized
Clemson could benefit from having its

own EWeek celebration.
At the final semester Tau Beta Pi
meeting in the spring of 2005, Lewis
proposed the idea of bringing EWeek
to the campus, with Tau Beta Pi as
the sponsor. With the suggestion in
place, Lewis teamed up with Patrick
Barlow, now in graduate school at the
University of Pittsburgh, to be the first
E&S Week co-chairs for Tau Beta Pi. The
pair then went to Clemson's engineering sorority, Alpha Omega Epsilon,
who in the past had recognized EWeek
by selling T-shirts, and asked if they
would again sell the shirts during the
week Tau Beta Pi planned on hosting
various festivities.

see SCIENCE, page A6
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JUST A CLICK AWAY: The new design
will provide easier site access.
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Clemson Eyesores
Jenny Mason
Associate Editor

Jennifer Salane
News Editor
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As businesses grow and expand into new
locations, buildings sometimes get left behind. A drive
around Clemson reveals several renovation projects
and new construction sites, but what's in the future for
the vacant buildings around town?
According to Chip Boyles, assistant city

K

The Bojangles building has yet
to become occupied, but that does not
mean a new retailer will not fill its
spaces in the near future. According
to Robert Zimmerman, representative
of the property, retailers have been
interested in the property, but no one
has signed a lease yet. Filling the space
means fitting the right business into
the property, and that does not always
happen immediately. While the former
Bojangles might not have a planned
future, other vacant buildings do.

administrator for Clemson, city officials have
developed a retail marketing plan which designates a
number of preferred retail businesses they would like
to see come to Clemson. Right now, officials are in the
process of inventorying available land and buildings
for prospective retailers.

A Starbucks coffee shop will move
into the empty Conoco gas station on the
corner of Tiger Boulevard and College
Avenue and will feature a drive thru window.
According to Boyles, Clemson's building
commission has approved the plan for the
Starbucks. The next step is for the company
to obtain a building permit and then begin
construction on the former gas station, which
has not served gas in more than six months.
According to Boyles, construction could
begin as early as this spring or summer.
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K.FC joined.with Long John
Silver's last year, it left its building on
Hwy. 123 behind for a new location just
n the stri
occupied, it could
become part of an expansion of the Athletic
Department Clemson Sportswear, vvhi
located adjac
to Ibrahim Ibrahim, the owner of the
sportswear store, the company bought the
property after KFC changed locations.
While Ibrahim has not seen any hard plans
for an expansion., he said the additional
parking lot would improve organization
and the additional space would give the
store much needed storage room.

""Wrr&toss

After a fire ravaged through businesses
in Victoria's Square on Clemson Avenue last
November, charred, empty buildings stood
until the beginning of this month.

According to Boyles, no one
has developed hard plans to rebuild,
but tentative plans show a layout that
,s very close
LU the
ine original
un mm design
uesi n U1
is
^ ™bC to
Z
S of
the
the buildings.
buildings. Whether
the same
Whether or
or not
not the
same
businesses will return, Boyles said it will be
up to the property owners to decide.
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The Tiger is holding elections for senior staff positions. Think
you have what it takes? E-mail Julie at editorC" thetigernews.com!

National Report

■ Terrorist attack likely aimed
at Pakistani passengers: Several
gasoline-based bombs exploded
early Monday morning on a
Pakistani-bound train, killing
at least 68 people, according
to a New Delhi hospital. The
Samjhauta Express, which translates into "Friendship Express,"
was about 50 miles north of
New Delhi when the explosions
occurred and engulfed the cars
with flames. "We couldn't save
anyone," said Rajinder Prasad,
a laborer living near the tracks.
"They were screaming inside, but
no one could get out." Police are
looking for two men who rode
the train, and then convinced
train officials to let them jump off
because they "got on the wrong
train." The train exploded fifteen minutes after they jumped
off. The attack occurred as
the Pakistani foreign minister
engaged in peace talks with
Indian leaders in New Delhi.

■ Supreme Court limits massive
punitive damages: The U.S. Supreme
Court justices ruled 5^1 to limit
punitive damages against tobacco
companies. The specific case involved
an Oregon man, Jesse Williams, who
died of a smoking-related illness. His
widow, Mayola Williams, sued Philip,
Morris in order to honor her husband's
"dying wish." Williams' lawyer
argued that the tobacco company "was
engaged in a massive, market-driven
fraud ... to deceive customers." On the
other hand, a lawyer for the company
said that the family of a longtime
smoker deserved compensation
based only on individual harm, not
harm to the public at large. In 1999,
a jury awarded Williams $80 million
in punitive damages. The trial judge
reduced the punitive damages to
$32 million, but higher state courts
restored it to the original amount. The
Supreme Court overturned the verdict,
following precedent that punitive
damages should match "actual"
damages.

■ Guinean civil unrest at "real
tipping point" The Guinean
president has instructed military
chief Gen. Kerfalla Camara to take
any means necessary to return
peace to Guinea, thereby instituting martial law for the first time
in decades. President Lansana
Conte, 73, is dealing with protests, riots and nationwide strikes
this month for the third time in
less than 10 months. The general
populace is banding together with
unions to form a strong negotiating force for new leadership and
salary increases, but at the same
time violent unrest is spreading
through the streets. Youth riot
in the streets, looters ransack
stores and the government killed
59 protestors last month alone.
Conte took power by military
coup in 1984 and maintained his
office through rigged elections,
according to the opposition. Most
Guineans still live in poverty, but
Conte is credited with keeping
the country more stable than its
neighbors that have descended
into civil war.

■ Airline customers enraged
by delays, CEO pledges
improvement JetBlue CEO David
Neeleman pledged to compensate
customers who experienced
the "fiasco" that resulted from
an ice storm in New York last
week. JetBlue airline infuriated
customers when it cancelled
more than 1,100 flights and left
passengers sitting in planes that
sometimes were unheated, ran out
of food and had no clean toilets. Jet
Blue may compensate customers
with either refunded tickets or
travel vouchers. Kate Hanni,
who is pushing for legislation
for a passenger bill of rights,
wants the government to step in
because "there is no guarantee
that these rules and guidelines
won't be relaxed or disappear."
Though stock fell seven percent
in morning trading, operations
are back up and running at John
F. Kennedy International Airport.
The airline reviewed its operations
late Monday afternoon and
expects to operate a full schedule
of around 500 flights, said JetBlue
spokeswoman Jennifer Dervin.

■ 60,000 spectators gather for
Carnival grand finale: Beija Flor,
a samba act celebrating Brazil's
African roots, had the honor of
closing the Carnival festival on
Tuesday. Rio de Janeiro's 13 premiere samba groups are the centerpiece of the party, each presenting 80-minute parades with singing, lavish floats and scantily-clad
dancers. Carnival is celebrated
worldwide, but Brazil is known
for partying most extensively,
with most of its population taking
off four days of work to revel in
the streets. But with the growth in
evangelical churches, not everyone promotes the holiday. "We're
not against parties, because God
invented parties," Youth With a
Mission member Esdras Almeida
said. "But look what kind of party
Carnival is — all you see is a rise
in child prostitution, violence and
drug use."
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■ Cruelty against homeless on
the rise: A National Coalition for
the Homeless report says that
122 attacks and 20 murders were
committed against the homeless
last year. Officials say the string of
"sport killings" follow on the heels
of videos such as "Bumfights,"
which depicts homeless people
fighting each other for the promise
of a few dollars, or "Bum Hunter,"
which shows a man dressed in a
safari outfit pouncing on homeless
people and binding their wrists. In
2004, three Milwaukee youth beat
Rex Baum to death with rocks,
bricks, a baseball bat, a pipe and
even a barbecue grill. However,
the grotesque details of that attack
are hardly unique — the attacks
are almost always teenage males
in groups, evidenced by more
recent brutality in Michigan and
Florida.

News By Numbers
29
days, at the present time, that a 15-year-old girl from Florida has
been hiccuping at the speed of 50 hiccups per minute.
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Michael Garcia
CLEMSONLiVE President

:30

Campus Arrests

seconds with...
Jenifer Salane: What is your favorite
song?
Michael Garcia: My favorite song
is Bad Day, you know the one I am
talking about.

The following were arrests made by the Clemson University Police
Department between Thursday, Feb. 15 to Tuesday, Feb. 20.

JS: What makes you laugh the most?
MG: I give tours on campus, so I would
have to say some of the questions that
the visitors' parents ask during the tour.

JS: What is your favorite part of your
job?
MG: The fact that we get to work with
all sorts of different groups on campus.

JS: What is the best production that
CLEMSONLiVE has ever done?
MG: Clemson Round Up, which was
when Sugarland came to Clemson
and did a concert, activities on the
concourse at Little John Coliseum, free
bull-riding, free old-time photos, and
free T-shirts. It was free, basically.

JS: How do you keep the high energy
level that you maintain everyday?
MG: I literally go home and crash and
don't talk to anyone until I come back
to campus the next day.

JS: Where is your favorite place to
have CLEMSONLiVE events?
MG: Tillman Hall because all of the
artists enjoy the way that the auditorium
is laid out.

JS: What is your favorite movie?
MG: The Wizard of Oz.

JS: Who is your favorite faculty or staff JS: How many CLEMSONLiVE Tmember at Clemson?
shirts do you own?
MG: Pam Davis. She is the director of MG: If I had to guess, I would say
student events and she is the advisor for at least 20 T-shirts. I mean look, I'm
CLEMSONLiVE and Central Spirit.
wearing one now.

Feb.18
1:19 a.m., Meghan Burton, public disorderly conduct, Johnstone
Hall, officer: Cassell
Feb.19
12:07 a.m., Kirstyn James, driving under suspension, Hwy. 93,
officer: Schutt

Crime Report
The following calls were among those that Clemson University police
responded to between Thursday, Feb. 15 and Tuesday, Feb. 20.

Feb.16
2:32 p.m., petty larceny, Hendrix Center, officer: Young
3:13 p.m., identity theft, Brackett Hall, officer: Dozier
Feb. 17
1:06 a.m., damage to vehicle, CUPD, officer: Hughes
4:24 p.m., petty larceny, Barnes and Noble, officer: Harrington
Feb.18
3:46 p.m., motor vehicle accident, Hwy. 76, officer: Dozier
Feb.19

HEALTH: Fee increase will cover new
healthcare requirements from page Al
reason, he said the student health
fee increase is crucial in order
to continue to provide students
with a high level of service.
Clay said that the stronger
Redfern Health Center is, the
stronger Clemson's students and
Clemson itself are.
"Everything we do can be
tied back to Clemson's academic
place in the nation's Top 20
schools," he said. "By caring for
Clemson students' health, we
influence how students perform
academically."
Clay also said that Redfern
"makes a real contribution" to
how students handle the health
community when they graduate
and experience more complex
health and health insurance programs.
So far, there has been little
negative feedback from the student population over the Feb. 8
student health fee increase.
"If it provides a better quality of healthcare, than I think the
raise is OK," said Emily Andrews,

a senior history major.
Clay said that this has been
the general reaction from other
Clemson students.
"Students recognize that we
stack up well against other institutions," he said. Although he
hopes the fee will not continue to
increase, Clay did acknowledge
that a possible Redfern expansion would require a "substantial
increase" in the health fee.
Expansion would entail
renovating
Redfern's
main
lobby, extending the pharmacy
and expanding Counseling and
Psychological Services (CAPS).
Clay said that as student
demand for Redfern's services
increases, quality health care
and an optimal environment are
contingent on Redfern's ability
to expand. According to Clay,
demands have recently increased
the need for medical and psychological services. This increase
follows the national trend of
increased parental expectations
on their children as well as

advances in medication.
"We can now allow more students with treatable disabilities
or diseases to stay in Clemson
and graduate," said Clay. "So,
students have a greater need for
Redfern."
Although students have
accepted the $6 fee increase without much debate, it is the possibility of a continuing increase as
Redfern expands that has several
students alarmed.
"I would support [the recent
increase] but I would not support
a continued expansion," said
Adam Shaw, a sophomore studying philosophy.
Senior geology major Megan
Duncan agreed.
"I don't really use Redfern
very much," she said. "The
increases are somewhat annoying to me."
Clay was quick to say that a
plan for expansion can only occur
if approved by the student government and the Clemson Board
of Trustees.

1:21 p.m., handicap violation, Martin Hall, officer: Ashley
2:49 p.m., handicap violation, Calhoun Courts, officer: Moore
6:41 p.m., stolen items, Fike, officer: Marzolf

Fire & Rescue
The following were among those that the Clemson University fire
department responded to between Thursday, Feb. 15 and Tuesday, Feb. 20

Feb. 16
2:23 a.m., fire alarm, Clemson Downs, CUFD
3:57 a.m., fire alarm, Holmes Hall, CUFD
Feb.17
2:56 p.m., fire alarm, baseball stadium, CUFD
Feb.18
2:03 p.m., brush fire, Tillman Place, CUFD
10:46 p.m., fire alarm, Ramada Inn, CUFD

Sell your
worldly
possessions
E-mail
classified
ALLISON FRANK/staff

SERVICE WITH A SMILE: A. six-doLJar increase in the student,health fee will cover employee salaries, as
well as increasing overhead costs. The fee also helps keep costs of extra services, like x-rays, affordable..
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Children's character
comes to Littlejohn: Barney
is a hard act to follow, but
Thomas the Tank Engine is
up for the challenge. The
beloved children's character will star in three shows
from March 24 to 25. Percy,
Diesel, Troublesome Truck,
Harold the Helicopter and
Sit Topham Hart will join
Thomas for the 90-minute
musical "Thomas Saves
the Day." Shows are 5 p.m.
Saturday and 2 p.m. and 5
p.m. Sunday. Tickets are $25
for floor and riser seats, $20
for lower bowl and $15 for
upper bowl. The best-selling
children's books, written by
Reverend W. Awdry for his
son, have been made into a
PBS KIDS series.
Clemson celebrates
humanities: It may be easy
to forget that some students
at Clemson are not studying
engineering, business or agriculture. So, in order to celebrate the liberal arts aspect
of Clemson, the University's
College of Architecture, Arts
and Humanities (AAH)
hosted "Celebrating the
Humanities at Clemson
University," a three-day
event discussing and showcasing the modern function
of languages, philosophy,
history, religion and other
disciplines that study the
human condition. "We're on
the brink of profound changes in the United States and
the world," said Jan Schach,
dean of AAH. "Cultural
literacy, analytical skills,
critical thinking — all components of an education in
the humanities — are skills
that will be essential for our
great leaders and thinkers
of tomorrow." The first day,
Feb. 14, included a panel discussion called "Can We Talk?
Does Embracing Tolerance
Stifle Debate?" The next two
days featured a showing of
the movie "The Edukators"
and a keynote address at the
Strom Thurmond Institute by
Richard E. Miller, chairman
of the english department
at Rutgers University and
author of "Writing at the End
of the World." Also, students
in the respective disciplines
presented their work in
Hardin and Daniel Hall.
Clemson forms School
of Computing: Clemson
has introduced two new
academic units: a School of
Computing and a department of engineering and science education. The School
of Computing will include
the computer science department, which currently has
325 undergraduates, and
eventually encompass computational arts, computer science, informatics, computer
engineering, computational
sciences and engineering and
computing in education. The
department of engineering
and science education will

emphasize improvement
and innovation at the K-12
and university levels, while
offering graduate coursework for engineering and
science majors seeking academic careers. Purdue and
Virginia Tech are the only
other two universities with
similar academic units in the
United States, according to
Steve Melsheimer, associate dean for undergraduate
studies. Professor Benjamin
Sill, director of general engineering, will lead the new
department.
Georgia man arrested
in campus sexual assault:
Clemson University police
arrested a Cumming, Ga.
man on the felony charge
of third-degree criminal
sexual conduct. Jason
Michael Gregory, 18, was
taken into custody after the
Feb. 18 incident on campus,
which occurred while both
he and the victim were visitors on campus, according to
Clemson University Police
Chief Johnson Link. Gregory
admitted to knowing that
the victim was incapacitated
by alcohol consumption
when he allegedly engaged
in the sexual battery, according to an affidavit signed
by Prosecuting Officer
Danny Hughey The assault
occurred early Sunday morning in a Johnstone Hall dorm
room. Sunday afternoon,
police investigator McAbee
was called to the Oconee
Memorial Hospital to take
the initial report and act as
the victim's advocate.
Ethics team places
in regional competition,
will compete in nationals:
The Clemson University
Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl
team has qualified to compete in the national competition in Cincinnati, Ohio,
this month. The team placed
second out of 20 teams in the
Southeast Regional Ethics
Bowl competition, earning
its members the opportunity
to go to nationals. In the
process, Clemson defeated
the reigning champions from
West Point, the United States
military academy. "The
team members worked well
together in the competition
and this, plus their intensive preparation, paid off,"
said Coach Charles Starkey,
assistant professor in the
department of philosophy
and religion and fellow of
the Rutland Institute for
Ethics. Ethics competitions
require teams to "face-off"
and respond to case-specific
questions. The responses
are judged based on clarity,
ethically relevant factors, the
compelling nature of
the arguments and deliberative thoughtfulness. The
opposing team provides a
rebuttal of the first team's
response, judged with the
same criteria.
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SCIENCE: Recruitment opportunities
coincide with events on campus /rom WAI
To gain official approval for
their ideas, Lewis and Barlow
discussed their plans with Tom
Keinath, the dean of the College
of Engineering and Science at the
time who supported the proposition. The celebration's name
was then changed from the typical "EWeek" to "Engineering &
Science Week" in order to incorporate the entire college.
According to its Web site,
Clemson's E&S Week celebration
is meant to recognize the success
and importance of the engineering and science disciplines at
the university. "Events planned
during this week-long celebration have been designed to fulfill social mixing, community
service, school spirit, friendly
competition, team building and
increasing the public interest
in engineering and science,"
according to the Web site.
In April of 2006, Clemson's
first E&S Week celebration took
place, and this year, Lewis promises the events will be "bigger
and better."
"All events are open to all
students, faculty, and employees, [so] we encourage all
E&S related organizations to
hold their own events during E&S Week," Lewis said.
To begin the week's celebration, a Kick-off Cookout will
be held in the amphitheater
on Sunday, Feb. 25 from 4 to
7 p.m. Cheeseburgers and hot
dogs, courtesy of Dean Esin
Gulari's support, will be served
while WSBF sponsors live music

by local bands including The
Last Car in Alaska, By'r Lady
and Good EJ vs. Nieltown.
On Monday the Engineering
& Science Expo will be held in
the Almeda Jacks Ballroom at
the Hendrix Student Center. A
variety of engineering and science related organizations will
display information about their
organization and ways students
can get involved there.
From 8:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
Clemson will host eighth grade
honors algebra I classes to teach
them about engineering and
science. Lewis, who set up the
middle school outreach program
for the E&S Week, understands
the significance of bringing in
younger students.
"This event is an extremely
important recruiting event for
the college. Keinath stressed the
importance of this event last year
when he pointed out the declining engineering and science
work force in the U.S.," he said.
"We want the eighth graders to
be aware of the Engineering &
Science fields as they enter high
school."
As a special treat, Gulari
has paid for official College
of Engineering & Science
(CoES) tape measures to be
given out to the 450 participating eighth graders. After
1 p.m., the expo will be open
to the public for three hours.
Students are invited to test out
their athletic skills on Tuesday,
Feb. 27 and Thursday, March 1
from 4 to 6 p.m. Competitions
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UNICYCLE, ANYONE?: Another researcher explains his work.
Clemson is joining a nationwide trend in celebrating EWeek.
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between the engineering and
science departments will include
Softball, organized by Alpha
Omega Epsilon, ultimate Frisbee,
organized by Tau Beta Pi and
volleyball, organized by Theta
Tau. The softball and Frisbee
will be held at Jervey Meadows,
and the indoor track facility and
volleyball will be played on the
sand courts in front of Fike. The
tournaments will be treated similar to pick-up games, allowing
anyone interested to join a team.
In addition to providing free
educational and entertaining
events, Tau Beta Pi hopes to
reach out to the community in
a non-engineering-and-science
way by encouraging students to
bring canned food items to specific drop-off locations within
their departments.
As the E&S Week comes to
an end, Theta Tau, Clemson's
engineering fraternity,
will
host a semi-formal in Edgar's
Underground. A DJ will be present and heavy hors d'oeuvres
will be served. At the semiformal, winners of the athletic
tournaments and the canned
food drive will be announced.
"This social event is important
for engineering and science
students to make new friends
across disciplines," Lewis said.
Tickets for the semi-formal will
be sold during the week for $10.
In addition to Tau Beta Pi's
involvement, a variety of other
student organizations and outside help has come together to
bring E&S Week to Clemson.
Lewis and Long have met
weekly with Tine Melen of AOE
and Bill Mummert of Theta Tau
to organize the events, an initiative that has taken a significant
amount of networking and communicating.
"I've enjoyed meeting students, faculty and employees
throughout the college," Lewis
said. "Most organizations are
excited about the events we
have planned and want to find
out how to get involved. We
want E&S Week to be a prevalent celebration on campus that
shows how great it is to be an
Engineering and Science student
at Clemson University."
Without assistance from outside support, however, the success of the E&S Week celebration
may not look so promising. This
year, the structural engineering
Fluor Corporation is the corporate sponsor for the week.
In addition to providing their
support, Fluor will be participate
in Monday's E&S Expo where
they will be working with the
eighth graders as well as speaking with Clemson's freshmen
general engineering students.
Thomas E. Hill, associate design
engineer from Fluor, feels it is
important for events such as
the E&S Week celebration to be
recognized.
"[It] is a way to tell the nonengineering community about
the contributions that engineers
make to many aspects of our
lives," he said. "Engineering
will be at the forefront of solving
issues such as global warming,
providing resources for the billions around the globe, protecting the environment as well as
improving the general quality of
life for everyone."
Even though it is Fluor's first
year sponsoring Clemson's E&S
Week celebration, Hill hints that
it probably will not be the last.
"We have enjoyed working with
Clemson on this project, and
we look forward to many more
years of involvement and sue-
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WEB SITE: Requests spark creation of new Web page style, layout rom page Al
created by the Division of Computing
and Information Technology (DCIT)
employee Barry Johnson in 1994.
Four years later the site had its one
millionth hit and has since expanded
and evolved as more pages are requested by departments and the number of
visitors to the Web page increase.
"In the past year there have been
over 24 million separate visits to the
Clemson Web site and almost 124 million pages accessed," said Sandi Piazza,
who works on the Web site's servers.
Clemson's Web site actually contains
around 124 million Web pages and has
50,000 different sites available for users
to access information.
With the increasing number of visitors the page should expand to appeal
to the different audiences, as they "go
beyond faculty, staff, students and
alumni to include parents, guidance
counselors, media, community members and corporate partners," according
to Dupre.
"Our Web site is the number one
source of information for Clemson
audiences," she said. "We have to make
sure we present the right information in
the right way to each and every person
who visits."
The current Web site was put in
place a few years ago.
The process of developing the new
one started in August of 2005 when,
according to Usher, a proposal was
submitted, a bid was awarded to Dell

The Tiger
is currently
hiring the
following
positions:
- Layout
Editors
-Desk
Assistants
-Copy
Editors
- Business
Manager
Come to
our office
in 315
Hendrix to
fill out an
application.

Computers to perform an extensive
audit of the current site and a recommendation for implementing a new
site that would better serve our visitors
and goals.
The availability of new technology
since the last update has had a major
impact on the new Web site.
With more technology at the team's
expense, there will be more visual
improvements, such as video features.
"There are so many more cool things
we can do now with Flash and multimedia," said DuPre. "We anticipate that
our audiences will enjoy the new clean,
bright, organized pages."
Organization is a key for allowing
visitors to find what they are looking
for more efficiently on the site.
Allowing departments to update and
access their own Web sites more easily,
which is important in keeping information up-to-date, is a priority.
A content management tool will
make the pages more accessible, making it easier for more of the latest information to be available to users and will
"eliminate any excuse that updating
content is too hard or time-consuming,"
according to Dupre.
The team also wants to convey the
feeling that no matter where you go,
you are visiting a Clemson University
Web site.
"We want to have strong, consistent
branding throughout the site, so no matter where you are in the site, you know

you are (at a) Clemson (Web page),"
DuPre said.
As a state university, there are also
federal regulations that must be complied with when updating the Web site.
According to DuPre, the regulations
state that "sites have to be accessible
by everyone, including those with low

vision, hearing loss, etc."
"We know that this site belongs to
all Tigers, past, present and future,"
DuPre said. "Our hope is that you will
be able to see yourself in these pages."
The Office of Web Services hopes to
unveil the new Web site by the end of
March.

CHRIS CANTREL/staff

THE NEW DESIGN: Clemson's new website will support more videos and be
capable of handling timely features, such as up-to-date calendars.
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AARC strives to GRE gets format, time change
obtain athlete
success, support
Prospective graduate
students face new
constraints on exam.

OneClemson extends
focus to the selection of
student-athletes.
CAROLINE CARMON
STAFF WRITER

Right before the national signing day, Clemson University's
Athletic Admissions Review
Committee (AARC) turned away
two of the top high school football
players in the nation. Immediately,
one of the players signed for
Clemson's rival, the University
of North Carolina. In light of the
controversy, certain members of
Clemson fan forums asserted that
Clemson does not care about athletics or that the standards set by
the AARC are higher in comparison to rivaling NCAA Division 1
schools.
The AARC was established as
a result of the NCAA Certification
Review in 2001. The committee
members are able to identify most
of the athletes who would not be
able to qualify under the minimum
of NCAA requirements. The majority of student-athletes are accepted
through the normal admissions
process instead of the AARC.
According to Larry LaForge,
chairmen of the committee, the
purpose of the AARC is to assist
Clemson in meeting its objective
for "athletic success with academic integrity." This means that
every student-athlete will have the
potential to graduate and that the
school can understand the needs of
student athletes and thus provide
resources such as academic support services.
LaForge
serves
as
the
Faculty Athletics Representative.
Additional members include the
Chair of the Athletic Council, the
Director of the Student-Athlete
Enrichment Program, an Associate
Registrar and a faculty member
selected by the Provost. The
Director of Admissions serves as
an ex-officio, a non-voting member
of the committee.
The
admissions
process
under the AARC begins when
the committee receives files from
the coaches containing academic
records for recruits, and then the
committee evaluates each case.
The committee serves an advisory function, so it can only make
a recommendation regarding
admission of the prospect. Next,
the recommendation is made to
the director of admissions. The
system involves numerous checks
and balances that involve second
reviews of prospective athletes by
the committee if asked for by the
coaches, potential appeals to the
Provost and, if necessary, review
by the president of the university.
"The coaches are responsible for timely submission of the
needed academic information,"
LaForge said.
LaForge said that in the current situation, no one who is
knowledgeable about the process
is complaining about how long it
took the AARC to reach its recommendations once it was provided
with the information.
Most of the coaches submit
their recruits' information to the
AARC in plenty of time before
the signing dates. In the event of
coaches failing to submit recruits'
academic records soon before the

signing date, the AARC requests
the information from the coaches.
Several requests were made in the
recent controversy, and the athletic director has promised to make
some adjustments in athletics to
avoid this situation in the future.
Beth Kunkel, a member of
the AARC, said that the term
"OneClemson" at its best reflects
a balance.
"The faculty believes that we
should make sure that all our
students (including student-athletes) are academically prepared
to succeed, just as we make sure
that they are athletically prepared
to succeed," Kunkel said. "I think
it is unfair to all concerned to say
that the University doesn't care
about sports or about academics
or about any issue. Clemson is at
its best when we are balanced and,
sometimes, finding that balance is
more difficult than others."
On the Web site providing
information about the controversy,
Terry Don Phillips, athletic director,
expressed that athletics looks forward to participating in a review.
Phillips expressed that the controversy presents an opportunity
to express different perspectives
concerning the admissions process,
and he said that having such differences are nothing new at colleges
and universities.
"There is no University conspiracy to devalue the football program in favor of an academic ranking," Phillips said. 'To suggest so is
simply not true. If I believed that, I
would not remain at Clemson."
President
James
Barker
addressed many questions concerning the situation at the IPTAY
Annual Meeting in Columbia, S.C.,
on Feb. 8.
Barker explained that Clemson,
like UNC, takes students that do
not meet the normal admissions
standards, and in fact, this year
Clemson accepted more students
in that category than in previous
years. Overall, the standards are
not higher than our competition,
so the playing field is level.
Barker said that the process
for selecting student-athletes
has been the same for five years.
Additionally, some of the studentathlete's information arrived late,
but the committee wanted to give
them every chance at admission.
Barker concluded by mentioning that like many other things
at Clemson, this process can be
improved, and he encouraged
anyone to write him about any
questions concerning the facts.
In a statement released on
the Web site, Phillips said that
he appreciates the leadership of
Barker because contrary to what
has been said or written, Barker
supports athletics in a "very significant fashion." Additionally,
he expressed that Dori Helms is
a "fair-minded and outstanding"
provost, and that she has been
easy to work with on occasions
when denials must be appealed on
admissions from the AARC.
Phillips also noted that the current members of the AARC work
hard at their jobs, and that in many
situations, they have been unjustly
criticized for their work.
"At the end of the day we must
ensure we have a process that
fairly addresses both a 'level field'
and academic integrity," Phillips
said. "Otherwise, we will not fulfill the promise we make to all our
athletes a chance to be successful in
athletics and in life."

JENNIFER SALANE
NEWS EDITOR

While many students are
busy taking entrance exams like
the SAT, the ACT and even just
class exams, others who have
completed their undergraduate
degree requirements are battling
yet another type of test.
Prospective graduate students
across the nation, and soon across
the entire world, will face a new
version of the Graduate Record
Examination (GRE) very soon.
The GRE, which "measures
verbal reasoning, quantitative
reasoning, critical thinking and
analytical writing skills that have
been acquired over a long period
of time and that are not related
to any specific field of study,"
according to the GRE home Web
site, plans to use these changes
to benefit both the students and
the faculty. Every part of the
exam will be changed. A new
form of studying is necessary as
the material will be different for
students who already took the
exam before.
Stephen Creager, associate
dean of Clemson's graduate
school, feels that the changes that
will be made to the GRE will be
good "if they can avoid delays in
reporting scores." First, the GRE
will be offered worldwide for the
first time in September.
Along with being offered
worldwide, the test will be
revised. This "improved" version,
according to the GRE home Web
site, is "being made to provide
faculty with better information
on applicants' performance, and
measure skills more directly
related to graduate study."
Davis Pinner, a graduate student studying forest resources,
already took the GRE.
"I hate the fact that they are

going to move it to a four hour
test," Pinner said. "Most college
tests don't last that long, including graduate tests."
The changes to the GRE
will include test content and
test administration changes and
changes to the verbal and quantitative score scales.
"I think it will make the results
more reliable, but probably more
slow in coming," Creager said.
"It will help minimize cheating
and fraud." The primary reason
for making these changes to the
GRE include, "to address current
and potential future security challenges associated with continuous
testing, and to increase the validity of the test by reducing the possible effects of memorization in
the verbal and analytical writing
sections of the test," according to
the GRE home Web site.
"If s a good change," Creager
said. "There was evidence of
people memorizing questions and
posting answers on Web sites, and
the changes will help prevent that
form of cheating."
While the faculty might think
so, the students feel that the test
presents a challenge in order to
test their knowledge accurately.
"The current exam asks you
harder questions if you get the
previous question correct," Pinner

said. "I think that is justifiable
because it will put you at a level
that you are capable of answering
questions and thus you will get
more credit for harder questions."
The time frame that the exam
is offered will also change. Since
the GRE is currently aclministered
year round, the decrease in the
number of times that it is offered
might seem difficult to work
around. Once the new exam is
launched, the GRE will only be
given 29 times a year instead of
year round.
"Having it available year
round was a convenience," Pinner
said. "With the new schedule you
will be able to take it almost
five times within two months. I
don't think thaf s too much time
to wait." The new version was
supposed to be up and running
in October of 2006 but will not be
available until the fall of 2007.
The change in time that the
GRE is administered is making
a huge impact of thousands of
graduate-school bound students
across the country.
The last time to take the old
version of the GRE will be July
31. After that, the exam will not
be given again until September,
meaning the exam will not be
administered from August to late
September.

DIA ZAFEROPULOS/photo editor

HIT THE BOOKS: Books and workshops are two of the many
preparatory materials that are offered for the GRE.

Schedule
Show Description
Downloadable Episodes!!
Upcoming Programs

Schedule
Team DustinTV
Game Show
9pm Sights & Sounds of Clemson
Walking Through the Garden
10pm Tiks
Cloves
11pm Out of Bounds

Premires March 14

us!
Gener Meetings Tuesday
@8pm
Srd Floor Hendrix
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classifications
100 Help Wntd
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

to place a classified

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Creek Life
700 Lost & Found
800 Misc
850 Travel
900 Personals

100 HELP WANTED
Now Hiring Drivers
Work in a fun, fast paced environment, apply in person at Chanelo's Pizza. 500-6 Old Greenville
Hwy. Across from Bilo.
2 Dorm Counselors needed
to supervise high school
seniors interning at Clemson
June 10 - July 21. $350/week
plus room and board. See
www.clemson.edu/sclife.
Click on summer programs
for research interns or e-mail
callard@clemson.edu for job
description and application
procedures.
356 is looking for an afternoon
office worker. 15-20 hours/week.
Including but not limited to accepting deliveries, inventory and
answering phones. Stop by from 4
- 6 p.m. Monday - Thursday to fill
out an application.
365 Casual Dining is now accepting applications for all positions.
Stop by from 4-6 p.m.
Monday - Thursday to fill out an
application.
Jittery Joes Now Hiring. E-mail
Charlotte at charlottealexis@g
mail.com for application and to
schedule an interview by no later
than Sunday, Feb. 25 at 3 p.m.
Dell Campus Reps Needed. Promote a Top 30 company to gain
real world business and marketing
experience! www.repnation.com/
Dell to apply.

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
lice Address
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, SC 29634

Join the most exciting new organization at Clemson! Clemson
Mobile Campus seeking outgoing, energetic students to join our
on-campus enrollment team. Flexible hours and room for advancament. $5/hr + @ $2/enrollment
with NO CAP on pay. E-mail
clemson@mobilecampus.com for
details and application.

200

FOR SALE

AKC English Bulldog needs
a nice home. Pretty, playful
with kids. House Trained. For
more information e-mail John_
info@skim.com or call (710)
464-3348.

300

FOR RENT

Incredible location on Lake Keowee! Lake front furnished cabin
in gated Cliffs area. 35 minutes
from Clemson. BRw/loft, 1 BA
hdwd floor. Covered boat slip w/
deck Avail. Now until May 15,
2007. Non-smoker $1200/mo
(865)742-8336.

ed Ad Rates

Deadline

By Phone: (864) 656-2150
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By Email: classified@thetigemews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

3 p.m. Tuesday
ent Methods

Students:

50 cents/word

Other:

$1.00/word

Cash, Check

(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTigerNews.com
For Lease: Hart's Cove Condo,
3 BR/3 BA, partially furnished
(new). $375 per person. Call
(864)360-2001.

LG, 1, 2 and 4 BR for rent. 1
mile from campus, wd. starting at
$350. contact
(864) 884-0328.

For rent: Subleaser needed for,
May through July of 2007,
1 Br/lBAina4BR/4BA
apartment @ University Village,
$320/month, includes water,
cable and internet,
call 803-730-0064.

House, 3 BR/2 BA. Washer
Dryer. Clemson. Available
August. $750/month. (864)
888-7388.

2 BR apartment, stove and
refrigerator furnished, less than
a mile to campus, $350/month
+ deposit. (864) 654-1264.
Subleaser needed starting Jan. 1.
3BR/3BA,$175/mo
(225) 266-8308.
House in Clemson, 3 BR/1 BA
$825 per month (864) 653-3512.
Overlooking Lake Hartwell, 2
BR/2 BA, washer/dryer, Private
Beach, Pets OK.
251 Webb Heights Circle
Seneca, S.C. 29678
(864) 247-0604. $790/month
including all utilities

1 and 2 BR apartments close
to campus. Office open on
Saturday from 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
clemsonapartments.com
(864)653-7717.
TILLMAN PLACE 4 BR
$990/MTH: AVAILABLE MAY.
HARDWOOD FLOORS. NEW
FURNITURE. FULL SIZE
BEDS. FRESH PAINT.
WIRELESS INTERNET.W/D.
POOL. WALK TO CAMPUS.
BEST CONDO AT TILLMAN.
GET $ 100 OFF IF REFER
RENTERS. (404) 872-7121.
JMARBER@YAHOO.COM
Hart's Cove entire 4 BR apartment available for summer. $305/
room/month. (864) 346-0529.

550

EVENTS

Swords, Amazons, Mythology NEW video series!
mythicalmaidens.org

800 MISCELLANEOUS
Young Male Seeking College
Student—I am German Shephard
mix. Blind in one eye, but that
won't slow me down. Very loveable, energetic, good looking,
and happy go lucky. Just out
looking for the right one. My
name is Hefe and I am in need
of a good home. (706) 982-1601
or (864) 886-9429.

850

TRAVEL

Spring Break 2007- Travel with
STS, America's No. 1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and
Florida. Now hiring on-campus
reps. Call for group discounts.
Information/Reservations (800)
658-4849 or www.ststravel.com

House in Clemson. 4 BR/
2 BA $980 per month
(864)653-3512.
For rent 2 BR/1 BA House
Near Airport. 5 minutes from
Campus, Washer & Dryer Connections. $550 Per Month Call
(864) 650-0832.

Stay tuned next
week for
The Tiger's
student
government
election

Tuition cost shouldn't keep you from reaching your
goals in life. By joining the Army National Guard
you'll receive the money you need to pay for college
as well as the skills and training you need to get the
career you want. If you're wanting to get through
college, with the Army National Guard, you can!
Montgomery GI Bill
GI Bill Kicker
Student Loan Repayment Program
Tuition Assistance
ROTC Stipends

To learn more contact
SGT Jonathan Denhartog
Cell: 864-982-2840
Email: jonathon.denhartog@us.army.mil
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Suicide bill must take precautions
Once again, the issue of
physician-assisted suicide
is brought to the forefront
of public consciousness. Following
in Oregon's footsteps, California
has begun the process of legalizing assisted suicide for the terminally ill. Speaker of the California
Assembly, Fabian Nunez, has
announced his intent to back a
bill legalizing the prescription of
life-ending drugs for patients in
extreme pain and suffering who
have been predicted to have six
months or less to live.
Similar bills have been rejected
twice already by California legislators. While the current Senate
Leader has stated that the bill will
be considered by the Senate should
it pass the House, Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger believes
that the issue should be decided against the administration in early suicide is safer and more humane
by state-wide referendum rather 2006, however, upholding the than forcing them to commit
than in Congress.
legality of Oregon's suicide law.
suicide independently. For many,
The bill would require that
Determining matters of life the question is not if they will kill
patients would have to be men- and death is
themselves, but
tally capable adults with less never an easy
rather the means
than six months to live in order decision.
The
by which they
THE ISSUE
to qualify. Patients would be proposed
bill
will do it. Those
CALIFORIA IS WORKING ON
required to submit requests to has several builtwho choose to
A BILL THAT WOULD
die both orally and in writing and in
safeguards
follow the legal
undergo an education process that help protect
route will likely
LEGALIZE PHYSICIANdescribing the other, non-lethal the legislation
make a more
ASSISTED SUICIDE FOR THE
options. They would then have from abuse. For
informed, conTERMINALLY ILL.
to wait through a "cooling-off" instance,
the
scious decision
period of a pre-determined length process is long
than those who
OUR VIEW
to eliminate passions and whims and
complimay act in a fit
THE BILL MUST SAFEGUARD
from the decision. Patients would cated, making it
of frustration or
be prescribed lethal substances easy for a person
pain.
AGAINST MISUSE AND LAWthat they would then have to self- to legally end his
One is forced
MAKERS MUST BE WARY OF
administer.
or her life would
to question, howTHE PRECEDENT IT SETS.
Proponents of the bill assert be a mistake.
ever, if it is in the
that allowing terminally-ill adults Fighting through
best interest of
to end their lives early is an act of the bureaucracy,
terminally-ill
compassion. Many feel otherwise, ensuring that proper requests and individuals to end their lives early.
however. Many groups claim that diagnoses are filed and complet- While only they know the pain
legalizing assisted suicide would ing the waiting period provide and suffering endured in such a
devalue life. The Bush admin- ample time for patients to reflect situation, in order to even qualify
istration attempted to overturn on their decision. It is imperative for the bill, the patient must be
Oregon's 1994 decision to legal- that the ultimate decision to die is within six months of death. Six
ize physician-assisted suicide by the conscious and willing decision months may seem an eternity,
claiming that such practice violat- of the patient. Very likely, allow- but the time gives individuals a
ed the U.S. Controlled Substances ing terminally-ill individuals to natural opportunity to prepare for
Act. The Supreme Court ruled enlist the aid of physician-assisted death. Mental readiness should

not be overlooked when considering suicide.
Passing the bill presents
problems beyond the individuals
wishing to end their own lives,
however. Once physician-assisted
suicide is legalized, a whole host
of legislation could be passed: The
feared "snowball" effect could
challenge the requirements set by
the bill. Perhaps soon, six months
until death would be extended to
a year, or the requirement of having a terminal illness substituted
by chronic pain.
Furthermore,
legalizing
suicide opens the door for financial issues. Undoubtedly, some
patients who desire physician
assistance in ending their lives
will not be able to afford the
medication. Insurance companies have hardly any motivation
to fund the patient; and since
the process is elective, Medicare
would likely not apply.
On the other end of the spectrum, patients may be encouraged or feel pressure to commit
suicide as a means of relieving
their families of the financial burden illness usually entails. Any
legislation that makes it easier or
more attractive to kill oneself than
to incur medical costs should be
avoided.
Nothing about suicide can
be considered lightly. While
California's proposed bill may
offer relief to some, it presents
the possibility of abuse with
lethal consequences. Every effort
must be taken to ensure that the
process one must go through to
gain professional assistance with
suicide is safeguarded against
manipulation and abuse.
The opinions expressed in the above
editorial are written by the opinions editor
and represent the majority opinion of The
Tiger editorial board. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may
not represent the individual view of any
particular member.

COMMENTARY

Science should remain blind to beliefs
COLLEEN GLEESON

Opinions Editor
Two weeks ago, the New York Times ran
a front-page article about a young-earth
creationist obtaining a doctoral degree
in geosciences from the University of Rhode
Island. Though professionally a paleontologist
interested in marine reptiles from 65 million
years ago, Marcus Ross believes that the Bible
is the literal truth and the Earth is no older
than 10,000 years. When Ross presented his
thesis many felt that despite impeccable scientific work he should not be awarded a degree
from the University because he does not
subscribe exclusively to scientific beliefs. URI
graduated Dr. Ross, but not without initiating
discussion of the matter across the nation.
While it is likely that academics may
debate the issue for years, no university will
go so far as to deny a degree to an otherwise
qualified candidate on the grounds of philosophical divergence with their discipline.
The fact of the matter is that they simply
cannot get away with it. Nor should they.
Once science starts imposing a belief system,

it begins to self-destruct. The very nature of
science is an open framework built over the
course of generations for all to use, explore
and expand. Science has been built, tested and
rebuilt through challenges posed to the status
quo by dissenting views. EHctating who has
access to the discipline is not only precisely
what science has been fighting against for
centuries but would close the system and
suppress the multiple views necessary for
accurate and reliable growth. This is not to
say that everything should or will be included
in the annals of scientific thought; the scientific process, by definition, eventually cleanses
itself of false or inaccurate ideas. If science is
an institution worth defending, it ought to be
up to the challenge of dissenting opinions.
For believing so devoutly in such a system, it is highly ironic that scientists would
propose blanket exclusions for any individual
not subscribing to the prevailing views of the
time. Perhaps to some, creationism and young
earth philosophies seem so absurd that they
do not deserve consideration at all. As scientists, however, they must realize that the very
existence of the value judgment needed to
justify blocking out an entire view inherently
compromises the integrity of the discipline.
Scientists have argued that it is not the
inclusion of dissenting views that causes
concern, but rather the possibility of the
misuse of science. This argument is flawed
on several levels. Imagine if advisors were
able to dictate what students were and were

not entitled to do with their degrees upon
graduation: Knowledge would not advance
and intellectual horizons would be frightfully fixed. Furthermore, the promotion of
ignorance in one's opponents is, as a general
rule, not a stellar reflection of confidence in
oneself. Challenges are all the more beneficial
if they occur between two equally educated
parties with some sort of common ground on
which to interact. In its most basic form, the
issue is simply a matter of denying individuals education based on their religious views.
If the science is solid and the candidate is
deserving, the degree should be awarded. It
is reasonable to expect students to "play by
science's rules" while studying and researching science at a university, but expecting the
suppression of individual beliefs in order to
obtain a degree is over the top. The people in
question are not those trying to discount science as a whole; such individuals would not
be qualified for obtaining a degree because
they lack the required merits. Rather, the individuals in question are those who are capable
of excelling within the realm of science
without subscribing solely to the belief of a
randomly-ordered universe. For a discussion
to suppress dissent and accept only concurring view points is not only a detriment to
intellectual growth and a form of ideological
nepotism, but decidedly unscientific.

Should physicianassisted suicide be
legalized?

"I think it
should be legal.
If somebody is
in pain, they
deserve that
option."

Adrienne Rankin
communications
freshman

"One has the
right to choose.
If the doctor is
willing, then
it becomes a
matter of doing
their job as a
social servant."
Jessica McCaine
psychology
junior

"If someone
is terminally
ill, then they
should have
the option to
choose. I don't
think physicians should be
punished."
Callison Rawl
biological sciences
senior

"It matters in
the circumstance."

Mike Bufano
history
grad student

"No, definitely not. I
think too many
people would
take advantage
of it."

Caleb Costa
health science
sophomore

"It depends on
the situation."

1
Shey Sellers

is a junior in English. E-mail
comments to letters@TlTeTiga-Neius.com.
COLLEEN GLEESON

nursing
freshman
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
Letters should be no longer than
400 words. Feedback from our
website may also be considered
for publication. Submissions
must include the author's
name and phone number (or
E-mail address) and optionally
hometown, class and major. All
submissions will be checked for
authenticity and may be edited
for clarity and grammar. Space
considerations may result in
submissions being held for later
publication. THE TIGER reserves
the right to print or edit all
submissions. Send letters to our
U.S. Mail address or e-mail them
to Ietters@TheTigerNews.com.

research before bashing NASA
even if you don't personally care
about the clouds of Pluto. I don't
care about the university's funding of groups and clubs I don't
belong to but you won't hear me
complaining. Obviously there
will be those who want to take
all the money from NASA and
put it into foreign aid or world
hunger. I would suggest going to
this NASA Web site and researching how the agency helps those in
poverty. If we kill NASA, we will
be killing the dreams of all those
children who have yet to realize
the world is run by the shortsighted and ignorant.
Ryan Kopp
Lexington, S.C.

Progress depends on exploration
I totally agree with a very
small part of what Brandon Jones
wrote in his article about NASA. I
agree with the part that says that
a majority of children everywhere
want to be astronauts and that
NASA served a political purpose
during the cold war/space race.
From there on is where I
disagree with him. No one cares
whether there is life on Mars?
You have got to be kidding me
with that garbage! If news like
that came out, I personally think
it would change the way we see
ourselves and the world we live
in. In regards to the comment
about the spacewoman turned
sociopath being a reason for cutting NASA funding, I would just
like to cite all other people who
worked for the government then
went bonkers. Maybe we should
cut funding to the postal office
because of the disgruntled postman who went "postal" or better
yet, cut funding to the military
because of the army officer who
had post-traumatic stress and
injured himself or others. I wish
there was a feasible way to opt out
of the progression of the human
species if someone doesn't want
to be involved apart from moving
into the desert or dying, but this
is the world we live in. I guess
if it were up to some people,
Columbus wouldn't have gotten
funding to find this continent or
better yet humans would never
have left Africa. Please do more

Space critical to our future
I can only hope that Brandon
Jones's recent commentary is
not representative of the average
American. While I would certainly
agree that we need to do something to reduce our enormous
deficit, I can think of many better
ways to do it that to discontinue
funding for NASA. I could try
to educate Mr. Jones about the
numerous ways NASA's basic
research impacts his life, but this
would take quite a while. Instead,
let me offer my standard response
to people arguing that we can't
afford space exploration because
the money is needed to fix problems on Earth: If s obvious to anyone with sufficient imagination
that the future of humanity is tied
to space.
Sooner or later, like it or not,
we will come to depend on space
not only to provide other places to
live, but to give us the raw materials we need to build all those cool
widgets that make life worth living. Just consider where we would
all be now if Queen Isabella had
been more shortsighted when
Columbus asked her to fund his
voyage?
Kelly Smith
Assoc. Professor of Philosophy
Exploration inherent to humanity
I am shocked and saddened
by Brandon Jones commentary
against NASA. He demonstrates
an extremely narrow, limited and
ignorant point of view. An exploratory space program is something
that I believe is vital to our society.

The pursuit of knowledge and the
joy of discovery are two noble and
deep-seated aspects of humanity. Respect for truth, knowledge
and logic are what have given
us so many scientific and technological developments during
the last 200 years. An exploratory
space program can ignite young
people's interest and enthusiasm
in nature, science and technology,
as it did mine. Having worked at
a National Laboratory, I have seen
time and again that government
funding of science enables fascinating and important research that
would be otherwise impossible. In
addition, the amount of technology originally developed for the
space program and transferred
into the public domain is extraordinary. While if s true that NASA
be restructured to cut wasted
money, so could all aspects of our
government and I would much
rather the focus be on that than on
destroying a very important (and
in my view, necessary) program.
To end NASA would truly be cutting off your nose to spite your
face.
Andrea Dangelewicz
Spartanburg, S.C.
NASA's benefits overwhelming
I don't think I can stand and
say "I" with Brandon Jones on
the topic of NASA. NASA, putting aside recent incidents with
certain individuals, is one of the
most important agencies on Earth.
Clinton cut funds which reduced
NASA's budget by a total of $56
million over his eight-year term.
George W Bush increased NASA's
budget by $1,216 billion in his first.
Maybe President Bush and his
political party see something that
you seem to be missing. For example, NASA's mission statement
is as follows: 1. To advance and
communicate scientific knowledge
and understanding of the earth,
the solar system and the universe.
2. To advance human exploration,
use and the development of space.
3. To research, develop, verify and
transfer advanced aeronautics
and space technologies. Allow me
to focus on one aspect of these
goals: human exploration. Would
you not agree with me that nearly
every human on the Earth has, at
one point, had the urge to explore?
Sure, there are exceptions to that
idea, but look at the big picture.

THE TIGER
Though the exploration of the
Americas was fueled mainly by
economic reasons, I would have to
say there was something deeper.
They had an urge to explore.
Would the explorers still have
had the urge to go beyond their
horizon without economic advantages? That is a difficult question,
but I think so. It is easy to compare
the exploration of the Americas by
the Europeans to the exploration
of Space by humans. With that in
mind, I ask you why should we
cut the budget for NASA? NASA
does many things you may not
realize. NASA's work in weather
research is second to none.
Research on topics such as tsunamis and hurricanes has saved
many lives and will continue to
do so with government support.
Who would service that satellite
sending a signal to your Direct
TV box when it needs repairing?
Everyday, in different ways, lives
across the Earth are touched by
inventions made possible as a
result of NASA's work. Kidney
dialysis machines, CAT scanners, cardiovascular conditioners
(used in various types of physical
therapy) and freeze dried food
improvements have touched and
saved many lives. I am sure there
are many more that I do not know
about. What public technology is
in store for us in the future from
NASA? You are right about one
thing. Many do not "care about
the Mars rover completing a 10K
journey," but thaf s not the point.
The point is we are there on another planet, exploring. One day, with
the proper funding, humans will
travel to these places and it will
be that generation's equivalent of
traveling across the Atlantic for the
first time. There is a reason other
countries like China and India are
funding space exploration programs, because thaf s where our
future awaits. The article mentions
that for 2007 NASA received 10.65
billion in the budget; the figure I
found is $16.8 billion — thaf s a
whopping 55 bucks per tax payer.
Get over it.
Bryan Hamby
Clemson, S.C.
Free speech and common sense
In response to the Feb. 16
article about the Unity March, I'd
like to share several things that
seem to have been completely
overlooked by the Clemson
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community. First, the First
Amendment of our Constitution
protects freedom of speech, not
just tasteful or non-offensive forms
of it. While deemed by many to
be in poor taste, this off-campus
party was a free exercise of speech
and is completely protected by
the First Amendment. I do not
believe that the University should
make it their business to try and
police what students choose to
do off-campus. If, however, this is
the precedent that Clemson sets,
I hope to see no double-standard
in the extension of punishment
to participants in any off-campus
party which demeans a group
of people, be it a ghetto party or
a pimps and hoes party. If the
University is going to make it a
policy to enact punitive measures
against the participants of the
"Gangsta Party," then if s only fair
if all individuals who participate
in any party found to be offensive
by any group of people are also
prosecuted.
Secondly, I believe that no
one involved in the party meant to
offend or upset anyone: they felt
it was "all in good fun." It is clear,
however, by the outrage displayed
by the rest of the country that this
party was indeed offensive. How
is it possible for the students who
participated to not have realized
this? Perhaps it is a product of
attending college in a state where
the Confederate flag flies in front
of the State House. Or, could it be
that by attending school on a former plantation, living in dormitories named after individuals who
adamantly opposed desegregation
and attending lectures in buildings
named after the likes of Benjamin
Tillman and Strom Thurmond that
students at Clemson are subtly
indoctrinated into thinking that
racism is acceptable? Perhaps it
is the fact that minorities make
up only 21 percent of Clemson's
total student body that allow this
attitude to permeate. I do not
know the answer, but I do believe
looking into factors such as this
would be a much better use of
the Student Government, Student
Body and Administration's time
than forums and unity marches
that pay lip service to an issue,
while accomplishing nothing.
]essica K. Schulte
Spartanburg, S.C.
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Even political comedy shows become partisan
BRANDON HATHAWAY

Columnist
For most of the last 30 years, the leading name in fake American news has
been, of course, Saturday Night Live's
Weekend Update. About 10 years ago, that
mantle was taken up by Comedy Central's
The Daily Show.
As of this week, though, there is
another challenger to that throne: The
Half Hour News Hour. Something tells
me that The Daily Show is in pretty good
shape to repel the advances. This show
was pitched to the Fox Channel (the reg-_
ular one), and it was turned down. The
Fox News Channel, however, decided
that it would run this fake news show
on its news channel. This strikes me a
bit like a scene out of Network or a Dali
painting or something, so I think I ought
to write this again: Fox News, which is
nominally a news broadcasting organization, bought a fake news show that Fox

Entertainment turned down and is airing
it on Sunday nights.
The angle of this show is essentially a
Daily Show for conservatives. The motivation, as creator Joel Surnow (who also
created "24," which as far as I know, is not
very funny) explained, is that Bush gets
bashed so much that there really isn't much
bashing that goes the other way.
This show is an excellent microcosm
of many of the problems that we face as a
country with the ubiquitous nature of our
cable news shows. The blending of news
and entertainment is an issue that really is
not taken seriously enough. When Anna
Nicole Smith's probate and Britney Spears's
bald head get as much press as they are getting this week, some other, valuable news is
being displaced to bring that to you. How
do these stories help, other than to remind
you to wear underwear when you go out to
a club where paparazzi are watching?
The fact that somebody thinks that there
needs to be a political counterweight to The
Daily Show, a comedy show that satirizes
the news, is a testament to the sort of juvenile political attitudes that define our age.
The fact that this producer, Surnow, thinks
that his viewers' political opinions are so
intellectually immature that they need to
have a show that caters to their attitudes
is embarrassing. This is only a reinforce-

ment to the already dangerous attitude that
people can cherry pick their news based on
the politics of the dispensing organization.
What could be more divisive than catering comedy to politics? Can you imagine
if there were a conservative and a liberal
Anchorman?
Bill OReilly, Lou Dobbs and Keith
Olbermann, the caricatures that host "talk"
shows on the major cable news networks
already trade commentary for sensationalist topics. They play up the differences and
yell loudly because it makes for dramatic
television. Hearing somebody yell at an
overmatched political figure is dramatic,
especially when he or she claims to be looking out for some quality you possess, such
as the middle class, your moral values or
some other similar abstraction. All this does,
though, is offer distractions. There are a lot
of issues that need public attention, and
declaring a "Worst Person in the World"
every week probably isn't the best way to
doit.
Jon Stewart was right when he confronted Tucker Carlson and Paul Begala on
Crossfire three years ago. Although there
is a place for these shows, they ought not
parade themselves as guardians of political
thought. Jon Stewart is also much funnier
than the people they got to read the fake
news on the Fox News Channel.

There is a reason why Bush is bashed
more often than Hillary Clinton or Nancy
Pelosi, too. George W Bush is the President
of the United States. He is very visible,
he is leading an outrageously unpopular
war and he has an extremely easy voice to
parody. Comedians are taking advantage of
these things. Hillary Clinton is one of 100
United States Senators, and Nancy Pelosi
is one of 435 representatives and has been
Speaker of the House for a month and a
half. Those positions are not as visible or
powerful as the President of the United
States. Apparently Surnow has forgotten the
multitude of jokes about blue dresses and
Clinton's affinity for McDonald's.
I know that the cable news channels
are more likely to get more partisan than
less in the near term. Bias is not necessarily
bad. However, when we get to the point
where people think that we need to create
television shows that appeal to our political
sensibilities, then bias is bad. If this sort of
show becomes the norm, then we are simply children and are unwilling to entertain
ideas with which we do not agree. If that
happens, what are we even doing here anymore?
BRANDON HATHAWAY ;'S a graduate student
studying mechanical engineering. E-mail comments to letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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Gloomy vista for Vista

Media dramatizes,
forgetting the facts

DAMON ANDREWS

Columnist
Now that Microsoft's new
operating system, Vista,
is out on the market, one
would think that Bill Gates is yet
again taking the world by storm
and adding more figures to his personal worth value. Surprisingly, or
maybe not so much, this is not the
case. Critics have come down hard
on the new operating system for
being alarmingly buggy, extremely
similar to Apple computers, oversensitive in terms of security and
so complicated that an upgrade in
software is synonymous with an
upgrade in computer hardware.
Is this the end of Microsoft as we
know it or is the company merely
having to branch out to other products to save itself?
We've all had the hourglass
cursor that won't go away and the
only solution is just to restart the
computer. According to product
reviews, this is the story of Vista's
short-lived life so far. Because of
its increased capabilities, users
of Vista are able to work in more
complicated software programs
and attach more high-tech hardware components to run in the
operating system. However, Vista's
code cannot adapt to all the possible configurations and therefore
stops working. Quite frankly, if s
a tease. If s like giving a kid a
lollipop, but saying not to eat it.
Essentially, Microsoft has given its
users the software capabilities, but
has said not to plug-in or else the
system will fail.
Despite five years in the making and 15 million lines of code
later, many critics are claiming
that Vista isn't as original as it
was made out to be, replicating
other Windows operating systems
and its main competitor, Apple.
These "new" features were either
already included in previous versions of Windows or were already
in the Mac system under a different name. The battle only goes to
show that Apple beat Windows to
a great idea and seeing its success,
Windows had to fire back with a
suspiciously similar version of the
same feature. Bill Gates pirating
ideas? Inconceivable.
Despite anti-virus programs,
PCs were infamous for being

bugged. To remedy this, Vista has
upgraded its security features, but
to a point where users spend a
large part of their operating time
dealing with incoming files. Many
software testers reported that
despite a faster operating system,
the filters for allowing downloads
actually made their Vista experience slower. Although the odds of
having a Vista computer invaded
may be lowered, in a world of
speedy applications, Microsoft is
shooting itself in the foot.
Lastly, another large complaint
of Vista users is due to its complexity. Simply stated, if s a memory
vacuum. The hundreds of new
features, which are improvements
over the XP version, have bore the
necessity to upgrade hardware
along with software. A gigabyte
of RAM is hardly enough memory to run some of Vista's most
elementary tasks, let alone watch
or download movies. When users
get new computers to replace the
obsolete operating speeds, they
will upgrade to Vista, but without
upgrading the hardware, Vista has
a hard time selling itself through
system upgrades due to its complexity. This is yet another angle
where the simpler Macs have an
advantage. If 11 take a hell of a CPU
just to get started using Vista.
For all these reasons, along
with the rise of open-source software and online applications,
critics of Microsoft are saying its
peak has come in terms of PC
operating systems. Because of
this, the company is investing millions in developing other media
players. X-Box is one example of
some of Microsoff s other efforts
to penetrate the market. Recently,
Microsoft released its iPod competitor, Zune, an MP3 and video
player with new types of wireless
media sharing.
The general consensus is
that such praise and adoration
over Vista are nowhere near the
level they have been for previous
operating programs. There were
short lines, at best, outside office
and computer stores the morning it was released the post-purchase grumblings outweigh the
cheers. Sure, there will always be
Windows users because some people refuse to convert to Macs, but
the development of other media
hardware indicates that while its
stock may remain high, Microsoft
is struggling to keep up on the
inside.
DAMON ANDREWS ts a junior studying
mechanical engineering. E-mail comments to letters@TheTigerNews.com.

CARTOONS

KELLY MURRAY

Columnist
For years, the media has
played a big role in society. Where would we be
today without the news? Almost
all of our opinions about the
world are formed through what
the media tells us. Therefore,
there is no question that the
media is necessary or that it
serves a great purpose. It is one
of the great advances of the 20th
and the 21st centuries.
It has left its mark in more
ways than one and defined a
generation. Recently, however,
the question in terms of the
media has become this: Where is
the line where the media stops
reporting and starts creating
gossip and misconstruing the
facts?
It is understandable that the
media would feel the need to
dramatize its stories in order
to keep viewers interested.
The concept of "good entertainment/' is constantly being
pushed to the next level — more
violence, more blood, more
outrageous, more drama. This
leaves little room for the news
to feel comfortable with just
the facts. However, if there is
one place that should provide
us with our basis or reality,
it should be the media. They
should not strive to compete
with entertainment by becoming more like it but by having a
stark contrast between the two.
Clemson has witnessed two
of these events in the recent
past, the most current being the
tragic CAT bus accident that
injured one of our own. On
the nightly news, I witnessed
an obviously spliced interview
with the injured girl's roommate
in which the media implied that
the girl threw herself in front
of the bus in order to pay her
school tuition. This statement
was the main focus of the segment on the accident, yet it was
obviously taken out of context
and was not relevant. There
was a noticeable absence of
the girl's present condition or
details about the actual accident.
Instead, the segment was full

of mcriminating interviews that
only tarnished the injured girl's
reputation without valid proof,
which is sometimes referred to
as slander. The media seemed
much less concerned with the
actual events than with finding
ways to add to the rumor mill.
Another event that has
involved Clemson is the Martin
Luther King Jr. party, which
the media targeted as racially
motivated. While I completely
agree that the students who
attended and participated in the
party were wrong, the media
only added to the public frenzy.
Therefore, that which could
have been internally handled
within the confines of the school
gained national attention. The
media seemed more concerned
with displaying controversial
Facebook pictures than actually
reporting the facts. Furthermore,
they seemed to be content to
report rumors based on hearsay, as many of their "facts"
were preceded by the phrase "a
Clemson student says." They
seemed completely oblivious
to the fact that misleading facts
could divide a community.
The media wields so much
power and influence that affects
all of our lives, yet it appears
that they may not value the
importance of such power. It is
more than creating an interesting story that will draw in viewers and far more important than
any television show. The media
defines our reality and constructs our opinions about most
of the events around the world.
They are our eyes and ears.
Thus, if they do not provide us
with the truth, then our view of
any given situation will not be
accurate.
The media was not created to make conclusions or
to manipulate facts to be more
interesting. Granted, it's almost
impossible to be non-biased.
The reporters are humans too,
but a middle ground must be
reached. If this continues at the
current rate, the news is going
to be nothing more than the
opinions of those who report on
it. We form our opinions from
their facts, which causes one
to wonder — if their facts turn
into opinions then what will our
facts and opinions become?
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LIGHTS, CAMERA ACTICN!
STUDENT ADDDECIATIC N DINNED

MOVIE NIGHT
HAECC/UBE

SCMLLETTER

WATCH:

WATCH:

YOUNG
FRANKENSTEIN
-ANDINDIANA JONES

FERRIS BUELLER'S
DAY OFF
-ANDTHE BREAKFAST CLUB

EAT:

EAT:

FORREST GUMP SHRIMP FEST:
BOILED, FRIED, AND GUMBO

TOMBSTONE:
FRY BREAD
(VEGETARIAN AND BEEF)

THE GODFATHER:
SUNDAY GRAVY
ANTIPASTO
BLAZING SADDLES:
60Z. STRIP STEAKS
BRAVEHEART:
SMOKED TURKEY LEGS
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING:
GYROS & BAKLAVA
TOY STORY:
A GREAT ASSOCTMENT OF
CHILDHOOD FAVORITES

PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN:
ISLAND RED SNAPPER
NAPOLEON DYNAMITE:
STEAKS
DANG QUESADILLAS
JAWS:
SEAFOOD LASAGNA
CASABLANCA:
SUPER STUFFED FRENCH BREAD
PIZZA RUSTICA

FRIEP GREEN TOMATOES

EPS CONCESSION STAND:
ROOT BEER FLOATS

STAR VVAR8
DESSERT STATION

AND MUCH MORE!

PLUS MANY OTHER8I
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SPORTS
Baseball off to a promsing start
Tigers take two of three
from George Mason,
beat High Point.
JOSH FORT
STAFF WRITER

Clemson baseball started the
season last weekend in familiar
fashion by winning their first
series of the year against the
George Mason Patriots. The
Tigers, ranked first nationally
in several polls, started off the
season thrashing the Patriots 140. Saturday's contest saw George
Mason come from behind to
win 5-4 and snap the Tigers' 17game home winning streak. On
Sunday, Clemson won the rubber
game 5-4 to take the best of three
series two games to one.
In game one, the Tigers
totaled 20 hits and 14 runs in
front of a near sellout crowd at
home. The opening day shutout
was the Tigers' first shutout in
a season opener since 1996 and
their most runs scored in an
opener since 1989.

Bronx, N.Y., native P.J. Zocchi
started Friday's game and was
brilliant. In six innings, Zocchi
allowed one hit, struck out six
and walked no one en route to his
first win of the season. Converted
outfielder D.J. Mitchell paired
with senior Steven Clyne for the
last three innings to seal the win.
J.J. Pannell suffered the loss
for the Patriots, surrendering five
runs and 10 hits over six innings.
The loss dropped Pannell and
the George Mason to 0-1 on the
season.
Offensively, the Tigers were
lead by Brad Chalk, Taylor
Harbin and Doug Hogan.
Chalk was 3-6 on the day
with two RBIs and a run scored.
Harbin matched Chalk going 3-5
with two RBIs and a run scored.
Hogan, who started at catcher,
exploded at the plate going 3-5
with three RBIs and three runs.
Two of Hogan's three hits were
homeruns.
In game two, it took just one
inning for the Patriots to ruin the
Tigers' party at Doug Kingsmore
Stadium. George Mason catcher
Jason Bour belted a three-run
homer to take the lead 4-1 in
see DIAMOND, page C4

ALAN SMITH

assistant sports editor

STARE DOWN: Clemson pitcher Matt Vaughn eyes a George
Mason batter in last Sunday's 5-4 victory at Tiger Field.

Lady Tigers close strong season
meet, placing fifth overall in relay. The freestyle relay of
the standings.
^Michelle Parkhurst, Cassy
"The ACC's eyes have been LaRussa, Toni Kroll and Rachel
records at ACC
opened to how strong Clemson Regone finished sixth with a
Championship meet.
really is," senior co-captain season best time of 7:22.97 secSarah Cefalu said. We definite- onds. About half an hour later,
ly let our Tiger pride show."
the Lady Tigers came back
SARAH PORRI
The meet started off on to compete the in the medley
STAFF WRITER
Wednesday evening with two relay. This time they sent out
relays, the 800-yard freestyle Ashley Clay, Alex Barsanti, Jen
relay and 400-yard medley Grove and Regone for the medley relay. They touched the wall
fifth ahead of the University
of Maryland by over half a
second. Both of these relays
recorded NCAA 'B' cuts. This
means there is a possibility of
those relays competing at the
NCAA Championships
in
Minneapolis, Minn.
The first full day of competition for the Lady Tigers
contained three events: the
500 yard freestyle, 200 yard
individual medley and 50 yard
freestyle. Participants swam
the 200-yard freestyle relay in
the finals session that evening.
LaRussa placed eighth in the
500 yard freestyle with teammates O'Donnell and Toni
Kroll finishing 12th and 15th,
respectively. O'Donnell's best
time of 4:53.72 was fast enough
for another NCAA Provisional
cut for the Lady Tigers. In the
200 yard individual medley,
freshmen Katrina Obas racked
up points as she placed eighth
/ contributing photographer
JUBILATION: Lady Tigers, from left to right, Michelle Parkhurst, Rachel Regone and Lauren
see SUCCESS, page C6
Sindall celebrate after setting the ACC meet record in the 200 yard freestyle relay.
Lady Tigers impress, set

TIGER SCHEDULE
BASKETBALL
Saturday 2/24
vs. Boston College
1 p.m.
Chestnut Hill,
Mass.
Wednesday 2/28
vs. Miami
7:30 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

"Don't cry because it's over,
smile because something happened." This was the mood on
the bus ride home for the Lady
Tiger swimming and diving
team as they headed back from
the Women's ACC Swimming
and Diving Championships
in Chapel Hill, N.C. The Lady
Tigers gave an impressive
showing over the four day

—i—i___———■—■■■■■■—i

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
Sunday 2/25
vs. Virginia
2 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

GOLF
Sunday-Tuesday
2/25-27
Puerto Rico
Classic
All Day
Rio Mar, Puerto
Rico

SWIMMING &
DIVING
Saturday 2/24
ACC
ChampionshipsMen
All Day
Chapel Hill, N.C.

BASEBALL
Saturday 2/24
vs. Pacific
2 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Sunday 2/25
vs. George Mason
12 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
,

Despite all of the controversy
with the AARC, Clemson has still
managed to bring in an excellent
recruiting class. If you go by the
rankings, that is. Of course, judging
by the rankings, Clemson's recruiting class is also not as good as that
of our rivals down in Columbia.
So this, as well as the loss of
potential recruits due to academic
restrictions and Clemson's terrible
finish last season, have fans somewhat disappointed in this year's
class.
Good news came last week,
though,
as
four-star wide
receiver recruit Markish Jones,
out of Broome High School in
Spartanburg, was required to
honor his initial letter of intent
with Clemson after breaking his
commitment to sign with Florida
State. Jones, the No. 11 ranked
player in South Carolina according
to SuperPrep, is now a Tiger and is
rumored to have regretted signing
with the Seminoles after all.
Whatever your opinion on the
class of 2007 may be, as years past
have shown, recruiting ratings
don't always play out in the future.
Player ratings are just estimates or
predictions, and are meaningless
once the player steps out on the
field.
The Tigers had three straight
classes, from 2002 to 2004, ranked
outside of the national top 25, but
many of the lower-rated players from those classes turned
into stars. In comparison, the
Gamecocks, under former coach
Lou Holtz, out-recruited Clemson
on paper for several years in the
first part of this decade, but we all
know what happened on the field.
Clemson dominated the rivalry
with supposedly inferior recruits
up until last season.
This year's South Carolina
recruiting class reminds me of
its 2003 class, which was highly
ranked and considered far superior
to Clemson's. With both programs
seemingly headed in opposite
directions, the Tigers reaffirmed
their dominance in the rivalry
with a 63-17 smack down of the
Gamecocks that fall, and prized

see RECRUIT, page C8

— INSIDE'
Wednesday 2/28
vs. Winthrop

4 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
Wednesday 2/21
vs. High Point
4 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
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Tiger basketball fights for
season, page C7
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Tennis teams continue to ACCs held at CU
impress as ACC play nears
Men set to host Clemson
Spring Classic; women
prepare for Gamecocks.
SHAKEETA FEASTER
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson men's tennis
team is recovering from a loss
in Nashville, Tenn., at the hands
of the Vanderbilt Commodores
last Sunday. The final score
from the Vandy game was 4-3.
That score matched Clemson's
loss to Alabama just two days
before, which has come after
an otherwise successful early
season. The Tigers, now with a
record of 9-3, will be in action
all this weekend as they host
the Clemson Spring Classic.
They will be hosting six
schools for the Classic, including
Charleston
Southern,
Morehead State,
Southern
Mississippi, Erskine, Georgia
State
and
USC-Upstate.
Clemson, however, will only

be in action on Saturday,
playing Southern Mississippi
at 9:30 a.m. and Morehead
State at 2:30 later that afternoon. Weekend competition
starts Friday morning when
Charleston Southern takes on
Morehead State at 10 a.m.
The Lady Tigers tennis team
has been on a roll this season,
and have are gearing for the
upcoming ACC season with
three out-of-conference matches in just more than a week.
The University of Georgia,
South Carolina and South
Alabama will provide the last
few tests for the team before
conference play opens on
March 3 when Clems'on will
host Georgia Tech.
The Lady Tigers started
the stretcTi with their match
against Georgia on Wednesday
evening. Heading into that
match, where the results were
unavailable at press time, the
Tigers boasted a No. 13 national ranking and arf impressive
6-1 record.
In the 37 years that the
Lady Tigers have battled the

Bulldogs, Clemson has won 20
times. Last year, the Tigers beat
the Bulldogs on their home
court for the first time in the
past 21 years.
However, the Bulldogs
have an impressive record here
at Clemson winning 8-6, with
their most recent win being in
the 2005 season, where they
outdid the Tigers by a score
of 5-2.
So far this season, the Lady
Tigers have been led by Maria
Brito, Alexandra Luc and
Federica van Adrichem.
The doubles team of
Brito and Luc is riding a sixmatch winning streak, while
Adrichem has won four
straight singles matches.
The Lady Tigers' tennis
team will next be in action this
weekend when they host South
Carolina this Sunday, the 25th,
at 2 p.m.
They will follow that
match with yet another date in
Clemson at the Hoke A. Sloan
Tennis Center when the Lady
Tigers will host South Alabama
at 2:30 p.m. next Thursday.

Clemson Indoor Track
Facility hosts Championships this weekend.
TYRONE CAYLE
STAFF WRITER

Coming to an indoor
track near you, the 2007
ACC Indoor Track and Field
Championships are underway at the Clemson Indoor
Track as of yesterday with the
Heptathlon in which the athletes took part in seven different events. Senior Ryan Koontz
looked to take home his first
indoor title in the event, and
is one of the top heptathletes
in the nation after having been
crowned in All-American last
year in the decathlon.
Events resume today at
noon with the long jump,
where
sophomore
Tiger
George Fields will look to take
home his first ACC title, and
conclude tomorrow afternoon
around 4 p.m. with the women's 4x400m relay. In between
that time will be enough running, jumping and throwing to
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make your head spin and then
you'll ask for more.
Currently,
Clemson is
ranked No. 10 in the nation,
trailing only conference favorite Florida State who comes
in as the defending outdoor
national champions and currently ranks No. 1 in the
nation.
However, Clemson will be
bringing in enough star power
and enough supporting cast
members to possibly upset the
Noles and defend their home
track.
Every event will be stacked
from the 60m dash, where
Clemson has a chance to
advance four athletes into the
final, to the 5,000m run where
redshirt junior Matt Clark will
battle with the best of the best
including FSU All-American
Andrew Lemoncello.
"I've been waiting for this
weekend for a long time. I
missed all of indoor and outdoor last year with an injury,
but this season has gone really
well so far," said Clark. "I'm
ready to mix it up with big
dogs again."
The 60m dash will likely
produce the most fireworks
with speedsters Jacoby Ford
and Travis Padgett headlining
a group of ACC sprinters that
has six of the top 12 times in
the country.
Pole Vaulter Mitch Greeley
will look to defend his indoor
title from a year and improve
upon his own school record
(17'8") in the event.
Senior Adam Linkenauger
will continue his quest to
become one of only a select
few in ACC history to win
their event indoor and outdoor
every year of their career as he
is a perfect six-for-six in the
high jump.
"I'm ready to bust some
heads this weekend," said
Linkenauger.
On paper, this has the
makings of being a classic
battle of the titans with both
Florida State and Clemson
likely going back and forth
between each event.
Clemson has eight athletes
ranked first or second in the
conference in its event, while
Florida State has seven. The
4X40CM relay on Saturday
afternoon, the final event of
the meet, may be what decides
the outcome of this three day
clash.
The Clemson men's track
and field team has won 20
conference
championships,
and has more winnings than
any other program.
The Lady Tigers track and
field team looks to improve
upon their 11th place finish
from a year ago, and will likely
do so with four athletes ranked
in the top 15 in the nation in
their respective events.
Delia
Clark,
Paricia
Mamoaa, Liane Webber and
Linda Bucholz will be at the
forefront with strong performances expected in the weight
throw, triple jump and pentathlon, respectively.
If the Lady Tigers can get
solid contributions from their
middle distance and sprint
squads then a middle of the
pack finish (fourth to sixth
place) would not be out of the
question.
With 12 schools bringing
more than 700 athletes, the
indoor track facility will be
rocking, rolling and definitely
the place to be tonight and
tomorrow.
. ,, ( .
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Lady Tigers drop ACC match
against GT Yellow Jackets
Clemson women's basketball team loses heartbreaker to Georgia Tech.
BUCKY BERLIN
STAFF WRITER

BRIAN SCHNEIDER

THE FLOATER: Adrianne Bradshaw goes up for a shot against
UNC in action earlier this season at Littlejohn Coliseum.

:,ii:

The
Clemson
women's
basketball team dropped their
eighth conference loss Monday
night in a close match-up with
Georgia Tech Lady Yellow
Jackets in Atlanta, Ga.
The Lady Tigers had
won their previous two ACC
games against Wake Forest
and Virginia Tech, but the loss
dropped them to 12-15 overall
and 4-8 in ACC play.
Neither team led by more
than six points, with the score
being tied 27 at halftime; but
the Lady Yellow Jackets sunk
eight of 10 free throws in the
final four minutes of the second half to put away the win,
62-59.
"Our inexperience and

youth really hurt us in the
end," Lady Tiger head coach
Cristy McKinney said. "We
rebounded well in the last few
minutes but couldn't get over
the hump."
The loss comes despite a
valiant effort by junior guard
Tasha Taylor, who put up 17
points and made three of the
only four three-pointers for the
Lady Tigers.
Freshman forward Lele
Hardy posted 10 points and
five assists.
D'Lesha Lloyd, Clemson's
leading scorer on the season
with a 14.0 scoring average,
was held to only seven points
in the game.
The junior forward is second on the team in rebounds
and steals for the season.
Georgia Tech was led by
junior guard Chioma Nnamaka
with 14 points, junior forward Janie Mitchell with
13 points and senior guard
Stephanie Higgs with 11 points.
Sophomore
guard
Jacqua
Williams dominated defensively with three blocks, two steals

Go to crawfordfalls.com fill out a questionnaire and
register to WIN a $100 VISA GIFT CARD!

and seven rebounds.
Georgia Tech improved to
17-10 overall and 8-5 in ACC
play with the win.
The lady Tigers faced the
Lady Seminoles last night in
Tallahassee, Fla., with the outcome of the game unavailable
at press time.
Returning to action at
home on Sunday at 2 p.m.,
the Lady Tigers will host the
Lady Cavaliers of Virginia
in their final regular season
match-up.
The Lady Cavaliers were
15-12 overall, 4-8 in ACC play
prior to last night's game at
Georgia Tech.
They are led offensively by
sophomore forward Lyndra
Littles, who averages 16.8
points per game, and freshman guard Monica Wright,
averaging 14.7 points per
game.
Senior
center
Siedah
Williams has been dangerous
in conference play, shooting
.667 percent outside the threepoint arc and tying Littles
with 8.0 rebounds per game.
On paper, both teams are
relatively equal in field goal
percentages (.420 for Virginia
and .412 for Clemson), with
the Lady Tigers having a
slight edge in the three-point
column.
The teams also match up
well in terms of rebounding.
Defensively, however, the
Lady Tigers have posted more
•blocks (116-79) andjsteala<298220) than the Lady Cavaliers
over the course of the season.
Interestingly
enough,
Virginia's
Lyndra
Littles
and Clemson's Lele Hardy
have been named Atlantic
Coast Conference Women's
Basketball Player and Rookie
of the Week after leading their
teams to victories in the previous week.
Littles
led
the
Lady
Cavaliers with 24 points and
two blocks against Virginia
Tech and 22 points and 14
rebounds at Florida State in
the same week.
Hardy posted a career-high
22 points and tied a personalbest of 10 rebounds against
Wake Forest.
She also increased her
season total of steals to 85,
including
seven
against
Virginia Tech.
Hardy needs just two more
steals to break the record for
steals by a freshman, which
has stood since the 1979-1980
season.
Both players are sure to
have an impact on this game
as it closes out the regular
season.
The Lady Tigers will need
to rely on their defensive skills
and establish consistency in
shooting to post a win over
the Lady Cavaliers.
The
ACC
Women's
Basketball Tournament begins
March 1 in Greensboro, N.C.

Sports would
like to thank
the Clemson
SID for providing photos used
in this issue.
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DIAMOND:
Season gets
underway
from page Cl
the sixth inning and the Patriots
didn't look back before taking
the win 5-1.
David Kopp started the
game for the Tigers and went
five innings without surrendering a run. He struck out five
and walked one before giving
way to the bullpen. Junior Brock
Schnabel surrendered three runs
in just a third of an inning to take
his first loss of the year.
Clemson totaled just two hits
for the entire game. Preseason
All-American Andy D'Alessio
was 1-2 with a walk and the only
RBI of the game.
Mike Modica got the win for
the Patriots. Modica went six
innings, gave up a run, walked
four and struck out three.
On Sunday the Tigers came
from behind to take the win 5-4
and the series 2-1.
Picking up for the win,
in relief, was Daniel Moskos.
Moskos (1-0) pitched the inning
and two thirds, striking out two,
walking one and allowing no
hits. Sophomore Ryan Hinson
started for the Tigers and
pitched well. In four innings,
Hinson gave up one run and
struck out three.
The Tigers began to take control of the game in the seventh
inning with two outs when third
baseman Marquez Smith tied
the game at four with a two-run
homer to left.
In the eighth inning, an
error gave the Tigers the even- 8 ttSal-igame >winning score when
Hogan crossed the plate for his
only run of the game.
Stan Widmann, Chalk and
Smith led Clemson offensively.
Widmann was 2-4 with a run
and two stolen bases. Chalk was
also 2-4 with a run. Smith was
1-4 with the two RBIs from his
homer and a run.
Wednesday afternoon, the
High Point Panthers came
down to face the Tigers, who
now stand at No. 2 in the latest
Baseball America poll. After a
rain delay caused the game to be
pushed back until 7:35 p.m., the
Tigers took the game by a final
score of 11-3.
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Clemson readies for visit from Pacific
Tigers host second weekend home series in as
many weeks.
ERIC SPROTT
SPORTS EDITOR

Following their 11-3 victory
over High Point on Wednesday,
the Clemson baseball team will
host Pacific for a three games
series starting today at 4 p.m.
The Tigers will look to work
out some of the kinks that
gave the team trouble in their
opening series against George
Mason last weekend and also
hopefully throw some of their
younger players into action to
gain some experience.
Clemson (4-1) came out
of the gates strong last week
in their first game against the
Patriots with a 14-0 victory,
but fell the following day in a
chilly, and even snowy, 5-1 loss.
The Tigers bounced back with
a 5-4 win in Sunday's game
but had to come from behind
to do it.
With Clemson's 17-game
home winning streak, dating
back to 2006, snapped, some
of the Tiger faithful were left
wondering about the state of
their team.
Despite the early setbacks,
Tiger fans should not fear.
Though the Tigers' national
ranking dropped from the No.
1 spot to No. 2, a loss this early
in the season is not that uncommon.
Several of the top teams
irf the* country Jj,aveu_already
lost a game, but are still rightfully recognized as the teams
to beat.
The starting pitching rotation, an area of some concern
heading into this season
because of the loss of most of
last year's staff, held together
very well for head coach Jack
Leggett. P.J. Zocchi, David
Kopp and Ryan Hinson combined to pitch 15 innings,
allowing only one earned run
over the weekend.
The bullpen, which is full
of young, but inexperienced,
talent, will look to improve as
it struggled over the last two

games, giving up a combined
seven runs in only nine innings
pitched.
The Tigers' bats, which
were nothing short of explosive on Friday, went cold with
the weather on Saturday.
The Tigers mustered only
two hits against a solid trio
of Patriot pitchers in a disappointing follow-up to their
20-hit, 14-run performance the
day before.
Clemson bounced back
strong against High Point,
totaling 11 hits Wednesday
night. They also received some
quality relief pitching from DJ.

Mithcell, who will play a bigger role as the season goes on.
Pacific (4-6) will be facing
off against Clemson for the
first time ever this weekend.
Hailing from Stockton, Calif.,
these Tigers are coming off a
series victory over Nevada following their series sweep at the
hands of Hawaii.
The Tiger squad has
been toying with their roster
throughout the early part
of the season, as only three
players have started all of the
team's 10 games heading into
this afternoon's action.
Freshman starter Hunter

Carnevale has been the most
successful pitcher for Pacific
this year, sporting a record of
2-1 with an ERA of 2.20. Starter
Jake Wild is 1-1 with an ERA of
2.70.
The Tigers are led offensively by infielder Justin Baum.
Baum is batting .382 this season
with one homerun, five RBIs
and three doubles. Joe Oliveira,
the catcher, is batting .375 with
nine runs scored.
The schedule for this season has the teams playing at
Tiger Field on Friday at 4 p.m.,
Saturday at 2 p.m. and Sunday
at noon.

FROM THE STRETCH: Sophomore pitcher Ryan Hinson works off the mound in last Sunday's
game against GMU. The starter worked four innings and allowed only one earned run.

IN A CLOUD OF DUST: Clemson junior catcher Doug Hogan attempts to beat out a throw to first base in last Sunday's game against the George Mason Patriots.
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SUCCESS: Tigers' effort pays off
in that event. On the boards,
Dani Kazilionis finished 12th
on the one-meter and teammate
Stephanie Fura placed 15th. The
50 yard freestyle was up next for
the Lady Tigers, who had four
swimmers place in finals that
evening. Regone sprinted to a
silver medal in this event with a
NCAA Provisional time of 22.83,
less than a tenth off the NCAA
Automatic cut. Kallie Deters
posted a season best time of
23.51 seconds, placing seventh.
Lauren Sindall and Parkhurst
placed 12th and 13th, respectively. Sindall also swam a best
time of 23.41 that night.
"One of our goals was to not
just have singles swimmers head
out to NCAAs," head coach
Chris Ip said.
The final event of the evening was nothing short of amazing for the Lady Tigers. The
same four swimmers who swam
the 50-yard freestyle, Regone,
Sindall, Parkhurst and Deters,
teamed up for the 200-yard
freestyle relay. When Deters
touched the wall, everyone's
eyes shot to the scoreboard
and were rewarded with a first
place next to Clemson's lane. At
that moment, everyone wearing solid orange in the Koury
Natatorium, including this writer, screamed, laughed, cried and
jumped up and down all at the
same time. This was Coach Ip's
first relay win of his career here
at Clemson. The Lady Tigers
out-touched Florida State by
three one-hundredths of a second. As if things could not get
any better, their time of 1:31.09
was a NCAA Provisional cut,
only eight one-hundredths of a
second off the NCAA Automatic
time. It was also a new ACC
meet record as well as the new

University of North Carolina
pool record.
"My favorite memory from
the ACCs was when the 200
freestyle relay stopped the clock
at a time able to compete at the
NCAA Championships and
having the entire Tiger team
overwhelmed with excitement,
the Tiger fans on their feet,
and showing the ACC how the
Tigers play," Cefalu said.
After settling down from
the high of Thursday night, the
Lady Tigers headed into Friday
in fourth place. Fridays' events
consisted of the sprint stoke
events, the 200 yard freestyle
and the 400 yard individual
medley. Casey Kroll started off
the night taking off six seconds
from her morning swim with a
time of 4:26.70. Kelly Gillis also
had a solid swim in this event in
the preliminary session. Junior
Jen Grove put points on the
board for the Lady Tigers in the
100 yard butterfly. She posted a
career best time of 55.78 seconds,
placing 10th overall.
Senior
co-captain Mary
Paulsen also had a season best
time of 57.45, placing 23rd for
Clemson. LaRussa finished
16th in the 200 yard freestyle,
while freshmen Alex Barsanti
swam a NCAA 'B' cut in the
100 yard breaststroke with a
time of 1:03.24. This also ranks
Barsanti second in all-time
school history. Teammate Obas
also had a good swim, finishing eighth. Parkhurst claimed
a silver medal in the 100 yard
backstroke with a time of 55.17
seconds, and Ashley Clay swam
to a 14th place finish with her
time of 57.48. The final event
of the evening was the 400 yard
medley relay with Parkhurst,
Barsanti, Grove and Regone.
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from page Cl

This relay finished fifth to end
the third day of competition for
the Lady Tigers.
Going into the toughest day
of the meet, Coach Ip noticed
something about his Lady
Tigers.
"The total effort was what I
really saw this year," Ip said. "In
the past, we've seen a particular
class do very well or a certain
person swim well, but this was a
situation where everyone pulled
together were in sync with each
other."
The final day of the meet
contained longer stroke events,
the 100-yard freestyle and the
mile. In the 200-yard backstroke,
Parkhurst finished seventh and
teammate Ashley Clay posted
a best time of 2:04.51. Casey
Kroll also swam best time in
this event, with a time of 2:
06.99. In the 100-yard freestyle,
Regone touched the wall fifth
with a season best time of 50.44
seconds. Sindall also posted a
solid effort as she finished 18th
for Clemson. Obas and Barsanti
again represented the Lady
Tigers in breaststroke placing
eighth and 13th, respectively.
In the 200-yard butterfly, Cefalu
finished her swimming career
with a personal best time of 2:
03.57, placing 10th in the event
and also 10th in Lady Tiger
history. The Lady Tigers closed
out the meet posting a 5th place
swim in the 400-yard freestyle
relay with Regone, Parkhurst,
Sindall and Deters.
The University of North
Carolina
Lady
Tarheels
walked away with the ACC
Championship. It was Coach
Frank Comfort's final year as
head coach of the Tarheels, and
also the final time the ACC
Championships will be held in

LOHSE/ contributing pholc^raphi

CONNECTED: The Lady Tiger 200 yard freestyle relay team
worked together in order to secure a trip to the NCAA
Chapel Hill. Clemson hosted
the ACC championships once
in 1985. This was the same
year that the Clemson Tigers
won the men's title. In order
for Clemson to host the ACC
Championships again, a larger
aquatic facility will be needed.
The ACC Championship concluded the regular season
for the Lady Tigers. Regone,
Sindall, Parkhurst and Deters
will continue to train until the
NCAA Championships beginning on March 8. The Clemson

men's swimming and diving
will be competing at their ACC
Championships this week and
on thru the weekend at Chapel
Hill, NC. Coach Ip is hoping for
a similar performance from his
men's team.
"This will be a great motivation," Ip said. "They saw a
very confident and successful women's team that stayed
together. Hopefully this is going
to energize and give our guys
the confidence they need to do
the same next week."
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Tigers must rally to save season Phillips
Following 17-0 start,
Clemson's slide
hampering NCAA
hopes.
HOKE HILL
STAFF WRITER

Both the Clemson Tigers and
the Eagles of Boston College will
be looking to stop losing skids that
have dropped both of the teams
in the Atlantic Coast Conference
standings. The Tigers had dropped
seven of their last nine games entering Thursday nighf s game against
the Duke Blue Devils. Boston
College, after being in position to
take possession of first place in the
ACC, has lost three games in a row
to drop to 9-5 in conference play.
After starting the year with 17
consecutive wins, the Tigers have
fallen into a slump that may cost
the team an at-large bid to the
NCAA tournament, but a win at
Boston College tomorrow could
help to turn the season around.
With games left Miami and
Virginia Tech after tomorrow's
game, a win against the Eagles
could push the Tigers back into
NCAA Tournament contention.
Boston College has lost three

consecutive games against Ehike,
North Carolina and Virginia Tech,
and only a trip to Atlanta to face
the Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets
remains after the Tigers visit to
Boston.
aemson is led in scoring by
James Mays at 13.2 points per
game, but three fellow Tigers
have contributed double-digit
scoring throughout the season.
Cliff Hammonds leads the team in
assists at 3.9 per game while adding 11.4 points per game. Vernon
Hamilton, the only senior on the
roster, has 1.9 steals per game in
addition to 12.5 points per game.
In his role coming off the bench,
K.C. Rivers has given the Tigers a
boost with 4.0 rebounds and 13.0
points per game.
The Eagles are led in scoring by
Jared Dudley, a candidate for ACC
Player of the Year, with 19.7 points
per game. Dudley also leads the
team in rebounds at 8.5 per game
and is second on the team with 3.2
assists per game. Boston College is
led in assists by Tyrese Rice with
5.7 per game, in addition to his
17.2 points per game.
Sean Marshall is the third player from Boston College averaging
over 15 points per game, at 15.1.
The Tigers have had success
against Boston College earlier this
season, winning 74-54 in Littlejohn

^ stays put
Athletic director not interested in position at his
alma mater.
WILL MCCAMERON
STAFF WRITER

UP AND OVER: Senior Vernon Hamilton goes up for a shot while
Maryland's Greivis Vasquez looks for a charging call last Sunday.
Coliseum on Jan. 20.
Hammonds led Clemson with
17 points and five assists. Clemson
held Dudley to only 13 points and

Marshall to 10 points.
The game will be aired on
Raycom/Lincoln Financial Sports
tomorrow at 1 p.m.

There's a certain set of ostrichskinned cowboy boots that walk
the length of the West Endzone
on game day Saturdays here at
aemson. But there was talk of
Arkansas looking into seeing how
much it would take to get those
boots to walk in the direction of
Fayetteville. Those boots belong to
current aemson athletic director
Terry Don Phillips.
The National Association of
Collegiate Directors of Athletics
named Phillips the 2005-06
General Sports Turf Systems
Athletic Director-of-the-Year for
the Southeast Region of Division
I-A. He was also a player at
Arkansas for their current athletic director, 82-year-old Frank
Broyles. In addition, he served as
the senior associate athletic director there from 1988 through 1994.
When Frank Broyles announced
his forthcoming retirement for
the end of this year to the Board
of Trustees at Arkansas this past
Saturday, they focused their
attention on two men who were
connected to their university and
to possibly replace Broyles. The
other man who was thrown in
the bubbling stew of rumors was
former aemson head coach Ken
Hatfield, who also played defensive back at Arkansas, earning a
national championship ring for
the 1964 season.
On
Tuesday,
Phillips
announced to the press that he
hadn't even been contacted by
Arkansas, but he made it a point
that he wasn't about to pack up
and go anywhere.
'To be as clear as I can be, I very
much enjoy working at aemson
University. I have no intentions
of leaving aemson," Phillips said.
"I am not an applicant or intend
to be an applicant for that job at
the University of Arkansas. The
University of Arkansas has not
called me; I don't anticipate them
calling me, and I'm happy here."
This off-season has proven to be
somewhat of a test for the aemson
adjninistration with many coaches
and staff getting generous offers
from a multitude of organizations from other colleges. Most
of the key players of the aemson
football coaching staff had been
either been considered, contacted
or offered lucrative contracts by
teams such as the University of
Alabama, the University of South
Carolina and the Oakland Raiders
just to name a few.
Only one man, former running
backs coach Burton Burns, jumped
ship to accept a pay increase that
dwarfs what he was earning at
aemson.
He said one of the main reasons
he remains steadfast in his decision to not even consider a move
from Oemson is the support he
receives not only from the fans, his
coaches and the athletes, but the
steadfast support he has received
from President Jim Barker and the
Oemson Board of Trustees.
"I know we have unequivocal support by the President and
trustees to have a great athletic
program," Phillips said. "We have
our challenges, but I feel very good
about Oemson [and its future!"
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RECRUIT: Only time will tell
South Carolina recruits Demetrius Summers and
Noah Whiteside turned out to be major busts. So for
Clemson fans concerned about the future, you must
realize that Spurrier's highly ranked class is not a
guarantee of future success against us. In fact, the gap
between the rankings of the two schools this year is
much smaller than it was in 2003. Obviously, highlyrated recruits and recruiting classes often live up to
their hype. Clemson's recruiting ratings have really
improved the last three years and the players from
these classes have produced so far. Four-star recruits
James Davis and Antonio Clay, from the class of 2005,
have certainly excelled. Davis has already emerged as
one of the ACC's premier backs, while Clay looks like
he'll be Clemson's next great linebacker.
Also, Clemson signed five star recruits C.J. Spiller
and Ricky Sapp a year ago and both actually exceeded my expectations as true freshmen. Sapp saw some
valuable playing time last season and will take over
Gaines Adams' spot. I never imagined Spiller would
have the kind of season he had being in the same
backfield as Davis and Reggie Merriweather, but he
was incredible and reminded me of Reggie Bush at
times. Before 2005, though, Clemson's lower-ranked
recruits often turned into great players, while the
four and five star recruits became disappointments.
In 2003, Clemson brought in five-star recruit Brian
Staley and four-star recruit Maurice Nelson:'Staley
never played a down for the Tigers, though, after
not qualifying academically and then transferring
to Mississippi State, where he also failed to qualify.
Nelson saw plenty of playing time at linebacker the
past couple of seasons but never quite lived up to
his hype and has declared he will not return for the
2007 season. Many three star recruits from that class
blossomed, though, including Marion Dukes, Nick
Watkins, Tramaine Billie and Jad Dean. The lowerrated players from the class of 2002 turned into the
highlights of the class. Gaines Adams was an AllAmerican this past season and is arguably the best
defensive end in school history.
Amazingly, he was only rated a two or three star
by most. He played eight-man football at a small
school in high school, so I can understand why he
wasn't heavily recruited. But it just shows that players are not limited on the field by the number of stars
they are assigned by recruiting "experts" coming out
of high school. Anthony Waters and Chansi Stuckey
enjoyed excellent careers at Clemson, even in spite of
Waters' injury last season, and were both only three
star recruits coming out of high school.
Waters, Stuckey and Adams will all be drafted
by NFL teams in a couple of months, with Adams
projected as a top 10, if not top five, pick. A two star
recruit out of high school getting selected in the top
ten of the NFL Draft?
Believe it or not, it happens. Dustin Fry and
Roman Fry dominated Clemson's offensive line the
past few seasons, but neither were highly recruited.
Dustin was only a three-star, but even more amaz-
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ingly, Roman was just a one-star. Talk about a steal.
Roman was the leader of the line and an All-American
candidate last season before tearing his ACL against
Georgia Tech and missing the rest of the season.
Most of Clemson's four and five-star recruits from
2002 were busts, with the notable exception of Justin
Miller. Linebacker Kelvin Morris was the lone five
star recruit, but never amounted to anything in his
one season with the Tigers and ended up transferring. Wide receiver Kelvin Grant had his opportunity
to shine but couldn't catch a pass to save his life. In
2005, Grant tore his ACL and his career came to an
end. Many of you probably remember Clemson's biggest recruiting bust. In 2001, the Tigers signed Roscoe
Crosby, the top wide receiver recruit in the nation
according to many. Unfortunately, Crosby's career at
Clemson never materialized thanks to injuries, family
problems and time spent playing minor league baseball. We won't really know the results of this year's
recruiting class until a few years down the road. Many
top recruiting classes turn out to be huge disappointments. In 2002, Tennessee brought in a top five class,
but in 2005, when the players from that class were
juniors or seniors, the Volunteers finished 5-6.
Similarly disappointing classes have occurred in
the ACC. Virginia had a couple of fantastic recruiting
classes in 2002 and 2003, but they failed to live up to
their expectations and the Cavs became a perennial
underachiever. N.C. State brought in a top 10 class
in 2003 but collapsed once Phillip Rivers left and finished an abysmal 3-9 last season, resulting in the firing
of "Croaky" Chucky Amato.
Also, Miami's 2003 class turned out to be one of
the most disappointing in recent memory, culminating in last year's 7-6 season.
Hurricane QB Kyle Wright, along with South
Carolina's Summers, are two of the biggest recent
individual busts. If s hard to believe, but Summers
was the No. 1 ranked RB recruit ahead of the real
USC's Reggie Bush, who was "only" a four-star
recruit.
A couple of examples of low-rated recruits making
it big are current West Virginia players Steve Slaton
and Pat White. Coached by former Clemson offensive
coordinator Rich Rodriguez, Slaton was a three-star
recruit and White was a two star, but they have led
one of the nation's most prolific offenses the past two
seasons.
Also, running backs Mike Hart, a three star for
Michigan, and Ray Rice, a two-star for Rutgers, were
both second team All-Americans this past season.
So while recruiting is very important, many
unpredictable and unforeseen things will happen that
will affect the performances of the recruits.
There's no telling whether or not Andre Branch
will emerge out of nowhere into a star, whether or
not Willy Korn will collapse under pressure from fans
the way Willie Simmons did and, of course, there's no
telling how many of the new Gamecock recruits will
spend time in jail.
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Harvick takes a
win in Daytona
until the track could be cleared.

Exciting finish highlights
Martin was still the lead car
opening race of the 2007 at the restart, but now was the
time for his main challenger
NASCAR season.
Kyle Busch to make a move.
DANIEL TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER

Although advertised as stock
cars' Super Bowl, the Daytona
500 was largely uneventful for
the majority of its 500 miles.
Early in the race, the fastest
Dodge (Kurt Busch) and fastest
Chevrolet (Tony Stewart) were
involved in an accident.
With damage dealt to the
cars of the main contenders, it
appeared that this year's 500
would prove to be a lackluster
affair reflecting the cheating controversy that began raceweek.
Mark Martin, who has won
affection from the fans ever since
he drove the old No. 6 Valvoline
car, emerged as the mid-race
favorite to win. The season
veteran has experienced many
successes throughout his 26-year
career. However, he had never
won on the beaches of Daytona.
Behind Martin, a thrilling
battle was going on with cars at
three and four abreast as they
jockeyed for position. But all
eyes at home were focused on
Martin's No .1. Even announcer
Darrell Waltrip, who has an
unparalleled intimacy with the
drivers from his days as a stock
car racer, threw unbiased journalism to the curb and began
•routing for, his old comrade
— hoping that he could taste
the sport's sweetest victory (as
Darrell did himself only once in
1989).
All of a sudden, a collision
towards the middle of the pack
brought out the caution flag. The
spectators were given a temporary break from the unbearable
intensity as the field was frozen

WSBF Spring 2007 Schedule
Sunday

Monday

Thursday

Tuesday
Daniel
Fishel

Justin Pino

Katie
Giuliani

Nichole
Bennett

Daniel
Ebner

Graham
Fowler

Tracy
Kracker

Brian
Reburn

Aaron Benko
"Softjamz"

Andrew
Park

Kevin Smith
"Jock N' Roll"

JoeDella-Fera

7 p.m. - 9 p.m. "The Protogressive Show"
9 p.m. -11p.m.

Kells, Patrick Brownson
"The Trance Institute"

11 p.m. -1 aum.

Brett Little

Anthony
Lambruschi

Cam Taylor

Amanda Butler
"Gospel"

Erin Ryan

Bobby
Markle

Brian
Reburn

DJ Starhgar
"Electronische Musik"

Adam "Rush"
Kerechanin

Will
Garrison

Ryan
Wilson
Alex Drozd
"Indie Music Sampler"

Cam Taylor

Michael Simmons,

"Cheap Shots, Youth Anthems"

Jackson Blalock

Adam
Claire Lacy
, .Montjoy
u
t l—r —-

'

Allan
Babcock

Jill Wagner

Matt McCulloch
Scott Sheridan
Kyle Jensen
Michael Sanders,
"The
Metalocalypse"
"God's
Only Nose"
"Americana
Beauty"
Brendan Atkinson

Aaron
Benko

Saturday

Jackie Beech

Chris Schott
Russ
Hawkins

Friday

Erin Ryan
Jazz

Erin Ryan
Jazz

DJ Ranger

Drew Norris
Zach Ashton
"A Little Night Music"

C8

Wendy Owens
"Electronic Frappe"
Neill The Demon Hunter
"Rock For The King"

Alex
Johnson

Potentially any of the 27 cars
on the lead lap could win with
a slipup. Martin would have to
be perfect.
Martin held on fiercely to
the bottom of the track. Busch's
No. 5 Chevrolet attempted to
beat Martin around the outside
unsuccessfully. Four laps left.
Coming out of a turn, Busch was
able to push Martin's Army car.
Martin's car wobbled and
drifted high, and Busch immediately darted to pass Martin low.
Busch gave the Martin fans a
scare but was again unsuccessful
in his attempt to gain the lead.
Out came the white flag.
After leading more than 200 laps
of the race, Martin needed to
retain is position for only another
two and a half miles. Once into
the back straight away, Busch
was forced to go for broke.
Making a few frugal moves,
he lost his position in the draft
which allowed a group of cars,
who were heading by Kevin
Harvick, to gain ground along
the outside.
It appeared that Martin's new
challenger would be Harvick's
Shell car. At this point, Darrell
Waltrip exclaimed to the audience, "Martin is driving the race
of his life."
Upon entering the final turn,
Harvick's outside drafting lane
had moved up four positions to
pull alongside the black Army
car.
In fourth place, Matt Kenseth
continued to give Harvick's car
a push, but Martin continued
to hold nearly a car length's
advantage as Busch's No. 5 car
suddenly appeared content to
battle for third.
Coming out of the turn, the
close proximities caused Kenseth
and Busch to collide behind the
leaders, and the two caused the
entire field to bump and crash
behind them.
As a result, Martin and
Harvick were left completely isolated to battle to the checkered
flag. Martin continued to grasp
his narrow lead, but he was now
left without drafting partners,
and Harvick was on the faster
part of the racetrack.
As cars piled up in the final
turn, cameras stayed locked
onto the fight between the black
Army car and the yellow Shell
Chevrolet for the final quarter
of a mile.
It still looked as the old man
would hang on, but for a split
second he was beaten out by
the yellow hood of Harvick's
Chevrolet. Although he led more
than 400 miles, Martin lost by
three feet.
As the race concluded, cars
continued to crash along the
start-finish line. In an odd bit of
irony, the No. 20 Jack Daniels car
crossed the line 18th, but upside
down and on fire.
Driver Clint Bowyer exited
the car unharmed. Busch, who
challenged Martin for most of the
final laps, finished 24th despite
the wreck. Kenseth finished 27th
as the last car on the lead lap.
With Harvick's win Nascar
lost its picture perfect story, buf
the finish was about as exciting
as fans could ask for during
the opening race of the season.
Unfortunately for Martin, he
does not have many "next years"
left in him.
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Choir sings soul music Musical comes
to Brooks Center
ESTELLE PATRICK

STAFF WRITER

Saturday, Feb. 24 marks an
important day for Greenville
because that is when the
famous Harlem Gospel Choir
will be in town. The choir has
been described by audiences as
being uplifting, delightful and
motivating.
The group has been performing for more than 21 years,
sharing the stage with stars like
Avril Lavigne, Cindy Lauper,
Diana Ross, Yolanda Adams
and the Gorillaz. If you are
familiar with the music of U2
and their song "I Still Haven't
Found What I'm Looking For"
you might want to take note
that the soulful force you hear
in the background is none other
than the Harlem Gospel Choir.
They also performed for Nelson
Mandela to help him celebrate
his release from prison in 1990.
The Harlem Gospel Choir
has traveled around the
world to Ireland, France,
Germany, the Netherlands and
Switzerland spreading their
message of love, peace and
harmony to audiences. The
Choir began touring this year
in early January and will finally
touch down in Greenville at the
Peace Center on Saturday Feb.
24 at 8 p.m.
The choir is composed of
talented singers from various
churches in Harlem and was
formed by Allen Bailey on
Jan. 15, 1986 after more than
30 years in the music industry
as a promotional director and
advance man for major record-

ing artists and film stars including Prince, Michael Jackson,
Lionel Richie and Don King.
Bailey got the idea for the Choir
while at a celebration in honor
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. at
the renowned Cotton Club in
Harlem.
The choir not only performs
live but records music as well.
In the past four years they have
recorded three CDs: Harlem
Gospel Choir: Return to Buenos
Aires, Harlem Gospel Choir:
Live at BB King Blues Club
III and Harlem Gospel Choir:
Christmas in Tokyo.
The theme of every single
performance is bringing people
and nations together and giving something back.
In 2005, the choir toured the
Louisiana and Mississippi area
trying to encourage the victims

of Hurricane Katrina, and last
year they embarked on the God
Bless the Children tour while
sponsoring the charity Feed
the Children. Through the sale
of their custom multi-colored
silicone wristbands, which
they sell at concerts, the choir
was able to raise $10,000 for
the charity. The choir also performed at the Sounds of Hope
Concert to help raise funds for
African children afflicted with
AIDS.
To find out more information about the Harlem Choir
or to hear samples of the music
you can expect to hear on
Saturday night, log onto their
Web site. Tickets are on sale
now, so do not forget to get
your tickets before they sell
out. This concert is going to be
one for the books.

COURTESY/Harlem Gospel Choir

AT THE TOP OF OUR LUNGS: The Harlem Gospel Choir is coming
to the Peace Center in Greenville on Feb. 24.

'Vagina' sketch teaches
women empowerment
CORRINA MILLER
STAFF WRITER

Vagina is a word that
receives many reactions from
women. Some stand powerfully regal when they say it,
some whisper it where no one
can hear them and others make
a face of disgust and turn away
from that which is the essence
of womanhood.
However, there is more to a
woman than just vaginas and
"The Vagina Monologues" is
more than just a play with a
bold statement regarding a
vagina.
The play consists of monologues of hope, of rape, monologues that deal with women
who have wept for the loss of
their souls and women who
are learning to stand tall and
proud. It is a collection of
stories from women and girls
around the world who speak
of love, lust, agony, birth, death
and growth.
Writer Eve Ensler interviewed more than 200 females
and combined their stories into
one powerful play. These are
the voices of transsexuals, 6year-old girls, 45-year-old business women and even 6-yearold girls. They are the stories

of women and girls who have
all sorts of opinions, beliefs and
lifestyles.
Yes, the play talks about sex
and yes the word "vagina" is
said in it. But that's not all it's
about. The topics of the monologues vary from the birth of a
child, to shaving, to rape and
to pride. It's about making
women aware of the power
they have within themselves
and the struggles that women
around the world go through
every day.
In order to spread these
messages of strength, power
and hope to women everywhere, 100 percent of the proceeds are donated to women's
charities around the world.
Every year a theme is picked
in addition to charity. This
year the theme is "Reclaiming
Peace" and the proceeds are
going to The Initiate Against
Sexual Trafficking.
The IAST is a combination
of charities led by the Salvation
Army and they are "united
in their desire to abolish the
sexual trafficking of women
and children, which is one of
the largest and most destructive routes into slavery in the
world today."
Each year sexual traffickers

lure, coerce, trick, drug, kidnap
and sell millions of vulnerable women and children into
the multi-billion dollar sex
trade. An estimated 14,500 to
17,500 women and children
are sexually trafficked in the
US each year. Worldwide it
is estimated that somewhere
between 700,000 and four million women, children and men
are trafficked each year.
In their daily lives, victims
of sexual trafficking endure
physical violence, brutality
and repeated rapes. They live
in fear for their lives, develop
drug addictions and undergo
forced abortions. Girls as
young as nine are sold into
slavery and customers pay less
than the equivalent of 50 cents
per encounter. "The Vagina
Monologues" works to stop
this.
The Clemson Players will
be presenting "The Vagina
Monologues" on March 2
through March 4 at 8 p.m. in
the Bellamy Theatre at the
Brooks Center. Tickets are $5
for students and $7 for adults.
Come show your support
for this wonderful show and
experience the fantastic work
that its creators do to help
women everywhere.

LINDSAY
BRASINGTON
STAFF WRITER

In a town where people
have to pay to pee, the class
divisions between the rich and
the poor make more of a difference than ever. "Urinetown"
is a social commentary performed as a musical to make
fun of the never-ending struggle between social classes.
The story takes place in
the near future in Urinetown.
Because of a water shortage over the past 20 years,
Urinetown no longer allows
private bathrooms. The Urine
Good Company has taken
over all public bathrooms and
charges people to use their
facilities. Therefore, the poor
are at a major disadvantage
since they have to pay a fee
to pee.
The story takes off when
a group of lower-class rebels
decides to take a stand for
their right to urinate for free.
In the middle of all the chaos,
there is love, singing, kidnapping, dancing, revolution and
lots of comedy.
"This play is about naivete
making fun of naivete, idiots
making fun of idiots, sexy
poor people making fun of
sexy poor people, the power
of monopolizing corporations
and the fact that people are
living unsustainably ... and
also how sexy rich people
appear to be so because of the
fact they are rich," said actor
and narrator Grayson Powell.
"'Urinetown' is one of the
most funny, most irreverent
and most original musicals to
hit the stage in a long time,"
said
Clemson University
theatre
professor
Mark
Charney, who is directing the
production.
"It's about pissing, for
goodness sakes," said Powell.
"This isn't just a cheesy and
boring musical that your
grandparents forced you to
see when you were 10."

"Basically, Urinetown is the
Ugly Duckling' of musicals,"
according to McCrary.
According to Charney,
the musical showcases a
production crew and 24member
cast
consisting
of mostly performing arts
majors. The stage has a popup storybook feel to add to
the comic-like nature of the
production, says actor Ryan
McCrary.
"Urinetown" is unlike
any production the Clemson
Players have ever performed.
In most productions, the
"fourth wall," or the imaginary barrier between the stage
and the audience, is never
broken.
This production breaks
down that "fourth wall,"
allowing the characters and
the narrator to interact with
the audience. It also borrows
from various other musicals,
and follows the Brechtian
style, drawing on Bertolt
Brecht's view that "art is not
a mirror held up to reality,
but a hammer with which to
shape it."
Powell says "Urinetown"
is "a new breed and definitely
the most appropriate musical for a college audience, in
existence."
According to Charney, the
production is fun and nonoffensive. "The title is made
fun of even in the show," said
Charney.
The musical made its debut
on The New York Fringe in
1999 and re-opened at the
Henry Miller Theatre the day
before 9/11. It was then postponed until Sept. 20 but was
a huge success. It moved to
Broadway before moving to
college campuses across the
nation.
"Urinetown" won three
Tony Awards, three Outer
Critic Circle Awards and two
Lucille Lortel Awards in 2002.
The Clemson Players who be
performing this Broadway hit
musical "Urinetown" Feb. 22
to 25, at the Brooks Center.

COURTESY Glenn Hare

BRING YOUR DEPENDS!: Clemson Players hold nothing back
as they perform the original, semi-irrelevant musical, "Urinetown,"
on Feb. 22 to 25.
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PROWL

by ORSEN SWELLES

This past couple of weeks
have been an absolute holiday sensory overload. Start
with a Valentine's Day that
was officially celebrated on
Wednesday, but due to school
and tests, a lot of couples had
their date on a Friday. Sunday
was Chinese New Year (which
the Chinese celebrate for an
entire week), Monday was
President's Day, Tuesday was
Mardi Gras and Wednesday
was Ash Wednesday. And just
when you thought you were
done with holidays, Saturday
comes on strong with Mexican
Flag Day!
Instead of letting all of
these holidays overtake your
calendar and drive you crazy,
use them to your advantage.
One issue facing long-term
partners is having sex become
stale, which is better known
as getting into a rut. There is
never a time where anyone
wants anything to get into a
rut, so try to think of things to
break the monogamy monot-

ony, which is what I've
done with holidays.
One
thing
you'll
notice about any good
desk or day calendar
is that they show
you most of the big
worldwide holidays
that America ignores.
Take these holidays and
put a sensual spin on
them in order to get you
and your partner to do
something different without
having to buy the Kama
Sutra or Cosmo magazine.
Since this is a bit of
a novel concept, I'll get
you started with one of
the recently passed holidays. Mardi Gras is perhaps the easiest holiday to
make sexual because New
Orleans has already laid
the groundwork for doing
just that. First, decide
which of you will be
the parade, and which
of you will be the drunk
parade attendee. Usually, it

FtefNANT...
or think you might be?
Stop by Birthright
for a pregnancy test
that is free, reliable,
confidential.
accurate...
and it only takes
4 minutes.
No appointment
needed.

WE CARE.. .WE CAN HELP

Birthright of Clemson
654-3377 or 1 -800-550-4900 (Hotline)
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson
(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America)
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works best for
the man to act
as the parade
(and hence
dispense
the
Mardi
Gras beads),
but
nothing
is stopping you
from flashing your
Creole sausage
in order to earn a
couple of sweet
king cakes for
yourself.
So maybe
one was
too easy
because
of the
nature
of Mardi
Gras, so
let's work
with
a
completely
unsexual holiday.
In my quick scan
of the calendar,
Arbor Day looks
the least appealing. In order
to create
a
scenario based
on the holiday,
it's best to get a
quick background of the
day itself. Arbor Day is all

about the caring and planting
of trees, so take this descriptor
and run with it.
One of the nice things
about this idea is that no one
is judging how well your plan
relates to the holiday as long
as it does the job of spicing
up the bedroom. Your Arbor
Day celebration could be that
any sex that day has to be
vertical instead of horizontal
(like two proud reproducing Redwoods), or you could
have sex while camping in
the wilderness, or you could
just make sure to wear a Mint
Tingle condom to show your
support of the green movement.
Those ideas ran the gamut
from pretty strict holiday obedience to an extreme stretch,
but either way you are breaking out of the mold. Just so
you know what you are looking forward to in the month of
March, here is a list of some of
the tougher holidays to celebrate: Commonwealth Day
(UK), Canberra Day (AUS),
Mothering Day (UK, and
good luck) and of course St.
Patrick's Day.
Now some of you sexual
deviants may think that five
to 10 holidays a months is
too few for your needs, but

have no fear because I have
an even tougher task for the
likes of you. In between officially recognized holidays,
create your own holidays
that have nothing to do with
sex and try to convert those.
For example, Voided Check
Day, Commemoration of the
Assassination
of
William
McKinley, and even Abstinence
Day would be tough, but I trust
that you clever fornicators will
still come up with something
that would make me proud.
Rituals and habits are a
part of life, but there is no
reason to let those things take
over your sex life. I don't care
if you and your partner have
had 12 minute long missionary sex every odd calendar
date for the past three years
and you love every minute
of it. Sexual routine is one
machine that actually benefits
from having a wrench thrown
into the cogs every once and a
while. Hopefully you all take
this to heart and start thinking
of holidays to celebrate, but
in the mean time, I've got to
buy an industrial size bucket
of guacamole, a sombrero, a
green-white-red colored pancho, three maracas, a jumping
bean and two servings of fried
ice cream for Saturday.

Top 50 Things To
Do Before You Graduate:
#16: Eat too much Harcombe food,
Medical University of South Carolina
Enter to Learn - Leave to Serve

JHE COLLEGE OF
HEALTH PROFESSI
' cordially invites you to attend
a Spring Information Session
in our new 80,000 sq. ft.
state-of-the-art facility
located in the heart of historic
Charleston, South Carolina
■

IT'S TIME TO ORDER CAP & GOWN &
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS

•Learn about MUSC • Receive detailed admissions information
•Get acquainted with professors and faculty
•Attend a program-specific breakout session for one of the following:

Anesthesia for Nurses

SAVE OVER $30.°°
AT:

SBS - Student Bookstore -101 Sloan
Downtown on the Corner
OR ONLINE

February 2,2007

Physical Therapy
Occupational Therapy
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Cytology and Biosciences

February 15,2007

Physician Assistant
Cardiovascular Perfusion

RSVP by 2/13/2007
RoomA204

Approved by Collegiate Licensing co.

6:00 p.m. - 9 p.m.

* Master in Health Administration

March 2, 2007
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THE TOP
DEATHS

CORRINA MILLER
STAFF WRITER

1. Steve Irwin, ''The
Crocodile Hunter:" Irwin was
an Australian wildlife expert
and television personality. He
achieved worldwide fame from
the television program "The
Crocodile Hunter," an internationally-broadcasted
wildlife
documentary series. On Sept.
4, 2006, Steve Irwin was fatally
pierced in the chest by a stingray spine while snorkeling at the
Great Barrier Reef. Irwin was in
the area filming his own documentary, "Ocean's Deadliest,"
but weather had stalled filming.
Irwin decided to take the opportunity to film some shallow
water shots for a segment in the
television program his daughter Bindi was hosting when he
swam too close to one of the
stingrays. Irwin came on top of
the stingray and the stingray's
barb pierced a hole into his
heart. One guy was overheard
remarking on Irwin's death, and
he spoke for the world when he
said "Someone find out where
the stingray keeps its asshole so
I can put my foot up it."
2. Brandon Lee: Lee was the
son of the famous martial arts
artist, Bruce Lee, who ironically
also died an untimely death.
Lee followed in his father's

footsteps by starring in many
martial arts films; the last film
he ever made, "The Crow,"
would be the film that would
propel him to stardom. It was
the 52nd day of a 60-day shooting schedule for "The Crow."
The scene being filmed involved
Lee's character walking into his
apartment and discovering his
girlfriend being raped by thugs.
The villain named Funboy was
supposed to fire a gun at Lee as
he walked in, but instead of a
blank cartridge, there was a real
bullet in the gun. The movie
was finished with digital editing and doubles and the footage
of the incident was destroyed
without ever being developed.
3. John Lennon: Known
for being one of the members
of the fabulous British band,
The Beatles and for a stunning
solo career during which he
wrote memorable songs such
as "Imagine" and "Give Peace
a Chance," Lennon was shot to
death by Mark David Chapman
on Dec. 8, 1980. He and wife,
Yoko Ono, were returning to
their apartment at the Dakota
in New York City after a recording session when Chapman
emerged from the crowd and
shot Lennon six times. New
York Police rushed him to the
hospital but he died due to massive blood loss.

4. Marilyn Monroe: She
became known for her comedic skills and screen presence,
going on to become one of the
most popular movie stars of
the 1950s. However, there was
talk of depression in her later
years. Monroe was found dead
by her housekeeper, Eunice
Murray, on Aug. 5, 1962. Her
death was ruled as an overdose
of the sleeping pill Nembutal.
To this day, questions remain
about the circumstances and
timeline of Murray's discovery
of Monroe's body. Also, several
conspiracy theories have surfaced in the decades after her
death, some involving President
John F. Kennedy and/or Robert
Kennedy. There is also much
speculation that her death was
accidental, but the official cause
of death was "probable suicide"
by acute barbiturate poisoning.
5. John F. Kennedy: Of
the events that have happened
in the past 50 years, there are
two that everyone remembers
exactly what they were doing
when it happened. One was
9/11; the other was the death
of JFK. President Kennedy was
assassinated in Dallas at 12:30
p.m. on Nov. 22,1963, while on a
political trip through Texas. Lee
Harvey Oswald was arrested in
a theatre about 80 minutes after
the assassination and charged
for the murder of Kennedy.
Oswald denied shooting anyone;
he claimed that photographs of
him holding the alleged murder
weapon were fabrications. Two
days later, Oswald was fatally
shot in a Dallas police station by
Jack Ruby, in front of television
cameras. It was the first live
murder ever seen by U.S. audiences. Consequently, Oswald's
guilt or innocence was never
determined in a court of law.

'Cameld:' hits
Peace Center
CAITLYN

ELLERBE

STAFF WRITER

Wishing Valentine's Day
wasn't over, or maybe worse,
wishing you had remembered
it in the first place? Whether
you are looking to prolong
the romance, or looking for a
way to make it up to your significant other, the upcoming
Broadway show, "Camelot" is
a sure hit. Its combination of
action-packed sword fights,
sizzling romantic exchanges
and the drama that always
surrounds
a
threesome,
ensures that everyone will
find something that they
enjoy.
"Camelot" is the tale of
King Arthur, the idyllic king
who desperately tries to
instill truth, honor and justice, both in his own actions
and in those of his kingdom.
Unfortunately, he soon finds
the kingdom torn apart as his
young bride, Guenevere, falls
in love with his first knight
and best friend, Sir Lancelot.
Originally written in 1960 by
Alan Jay Lerner, "Camelot"
found favor with President
Kennedy because, Lisa Lerner,
as the play's producer and
daughter of Alan Jay Lerner
puts it, "'Camelot' is a political play in certain terms, but
... the concept of the Round
Table, people coming together
to talk instead of fighting are
very idealistic but relevant."
As much as the play has
remained faithful to its origi-

nal spirit and intentions, the
son and daughter team have
taken great effort to revamp a
play that, in the 1960s, underperformed in box offices
because of its tendency to be
plot intensive and lengthy.
When asked how the new
production differed from
its original conception, Lisa
Lerner described the play as
being "a lot grittier and a little
sexier," stylistically darker
and more grounded in texture. Writer and son, Michael
Lerner, also said that in this
new inception, the characters and their emotions were
more developed and bits of
the story were reworked to
enhance the flow and believability.
The new version of
"Camelot" will make its debut
in the United States with an
all-star cast of Broadway veterans. Michael York ("Cabaret,"
"The Three Musketeers,"
"Austin Powers") will star
as King Arthur. He will be
supported by Rachel York
("Victor/Victoria," "City of
Angels") as Guenevere and
James Barbour ("Urinetown,"
"Jane Eyre") as Sir Lancelot.
For all those wishing to
see the production hailed as
"a powerhouse production
that clicks on every level,"
said Lerner. "Camelot" will be
debuting at The Peace Center
in Greenville on Feb. 27 at 7:30
p.m. and will run until March
4. Ticket prices range from $45
to $65.

www. Giemsonapartment5.com

*ad prices are per uniL, noL per person*

Heritage at Riverwood
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Equipped Kitchens and Washer/Dryers
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Call 653-7717 All Locations
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After Hour Numbers:
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647-2268
888-0200
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TYLER INGALLINERA
STAFF WRITER

Good day ladies and gents,
I'm the new art director for
The Tiger and subsequently I
am a paramount of aesthetic
value and find myself in a
felicitous position for judging music. This'U be my first
article since taking over for
Tyler Mills to enlighten your
dismal and bland lives listening to whatever pop bands,
overrated troubadours or
melodramatic whining that
you expose yourself to.
What I'm here to do is try

and get that three-band playlist on your computer and
socially reclusive mp3 player
into something a little more
cultured.
Now to get to the meat of
it, whenever I hear someone
say they have found a good
indie band, my eyes light up
with some small glimmer of
hope that maybe they have
heard of something worth
listening to. But then all that
comes out are the same names
and the same sounds. From
the overly-listened-to and
absolutely un-unique tones of
the Decemberists to the good

%
but nothing new music of The
Talking Heads. This just further proves to me that humanity is not worth having hope
for as far as having an inkling
of what is meritorious.
As a treat to you and hopefully some needed relief to
your tainted eardrums I am
benevolently going to attempt
to help you go from a state of
repetitive doldrums to a being
who might, just might, have a
chance to know a modicum of
good music.
So as an endearing compliment from me to you, I am
introducing your misanthropic
music to the cool and beautiful
entity of one Edith Frost.
Edith Frost's voice is only
equaled by her gorgeous and
calming lyrics. She does this
by accompanying herself with
an acoustic guitar and whatever band she has around her at
the time. Unlike the nasal and
cacophonous sounds emitted

from that worn out Panasonic
tape deck you might use she
actually makes everything
she does sound like a choir of
angels heralding themselves
from whatever heaven you
believe in.
Her first album "Calling
Over Time" was released in
1997. In this album, the overarching themes of heartbreak
and loneliness shine through
in her music.
But wait, it doesn't end
there because unlike the overly
simplified and austere songs
of the five albums that you
listen to, Edith Frost can make
songs that invoke a wide range
of new emotions and sound
fresh. This is a trend to her latest album "It's A Game" with
songs as uplifting as sitting on
the veranda with a cold drink
and warm sunset.
With a total of four albums
and one demo album as of
2005, she is most definitely

worthy of finding herself in
your barren and trivial music
collection.
Sadly, with a world full of
rapacious artists and people
lacking a sense of what euphony sounds like, Edith Frost is
usually unknown to those who
don't listen to a plethora of
music and is therefore missed
by the mundane senses of
Clemson students.
Do yourself and the people
around you a favor and start
listening to something that
does not make me, the one
with some sense of music,
want to break your music
player out of a sense to do
some greater good and duty
for humanity.
Tyler Ingallinera is a junior
studying in General Engineering.
He loves to pick up women at
the ampitheater and read books
in the dark. Send comments to
timeout@thetigernews. com.
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Reality TV goes downhill Movie proves
previews false
LINDSAY BRASINGTON
STAFF WRITER

The obsession started with
"Candid Camera" and various
television game shows. Then,
taking their cue from celebrity
interviews, talk shows became
popular.
Now we are watching people live their lives before our
very eyes on reality TV. Did no
one learn anything from "The
Truman Show?"
"Survivor,"
"American
Idol," "The Bachelor:" these
shows all seemed like great
ideas when they got started.
Americans tuned in like
addicts, and soon everyone
was talking about Justin and
Kelly and who slapped whom
on "The Real World."
These were great shows.
They were about real people
with real problems and there
were no cheesy scripts. What a
revolutionary idea.
As the wave caught
on, more and more reality shows began to develop:
"Newlyweds,"
"Laguna
Beach" and "The Simple Life."
Each were still somewhat
decent shows, though most
people would be understand-

ably embarrassed to admit
they regularly watched any of
them.
However, it eventually
seemed that reality TV writers were beginning to run out
of topics with which to create
valid shows. Soon we had
"The Surreal Life," "The Flavor
of Love," "The Biggest Loser"
and "Little People, Big World."
Now America is choosing
the cast for the Broadway production of "Grease" in "Grease:
You're the One that I Want."
Is it just me or is this whole
reality TV movement getting a
little out of hand?
What ever happened to
good old-fashioned screenplay
writing? Why are writers getting so lazy as to let the viewers
get on TV and do all the work
for them?
And what is it that makes
Americans long to chant "Jerry,
Jerry, Jerry" and watch best
friends get in fist fights because
they recently learned their girlfriend was dating them both at
the same time?
Someone needs to stop this
reality TV madness. It is getting to be more than just a little
ridiculous.
There are now even reality TV shows in place that
do nothing more than choose
someone from the cast to star
in yet another reality TV show.
Now do not get me wrong.
I love "The Real World" as
much as the next person. And
there really is something that

makes people feel better about
their lives when they see that
they are not as dramatic or
messed up as the lives of those
on the cast of "Road Rules."
But we have had far too
much of a good thing. The creators of the shows are beginning to get lazy, and with good
reason: they have used up all
the good ideas.
It is time to start making the
writers do what they are paid
the big bucks for: write. Rather
than leaving the "Average Joe"
to his own wiles, television
writers need to start coming
up with their own plots and
dialogue again.
When we begin to have
shows like "The Hills,"
"Skating with Celebrities" and
"Nashville Star," all shows
which have been done already
in different forms, it is time to
call it quits.
If you think your life is boring, instead of watching reality
TV, watch a soap opera. Those
shows were made to make you
grateful that your mom is not
sleeping with your boyfriend
and that your uncle did not
simultaneously kidnap your
grandmother.
Writers have been running
out of good ideas for quite
some time and it is time to
change the channel. Instead
of watching someone else live
his life for you on television,
go out and live your own life
and stick it to the creators of
reality TV.

'Nelson' seals originality
MICHAEL HUNLEY
STAFF WRITER

It's always encouraging
to see a great new actress
emerge in a sea of bland teen
starlets. For every Jennifer
Hudson (versatile, immensely
talented), there's a Mischa
Barton or Kate Bosworth (flat,
as emotionally involving as
a brillo pad) in the mix. This
is why the film debut of 17year-old Shareeka Epps in the
superb "Half Nelson" is such a
cause for celebration. As Drey,
a vulnerable, quiet juniorhigh student, Epps gives such
a naturalistic, self-assured
performance that even veteran performers like Matthew
McConaughey should take lessons from her.
Of course, all the acclaim
for the film is being given to
Ryan Gosling, who recently
scored an Oscar nomination
for his role, and deservedly
so; but "Nelson's" recent DVD
release should hopefully bring
some much-needed attention
to the amazing young actress.
Also marking the featurefilm debut of Ryan Fleck,
"Nelson" features Drey slowly
bonding with her history
teacher Mr. Dunn (Gosling),
both of whom feel out-ofplace with their peers: Dunn
is criticized for not following
the school-appointed syllabus, and Drey finds herself
distanced from her workaholic
mother after her brother is sent
to jail. And then Drey finds
Dunn smoking crack in the
school's bathroom. Oh, yeah,
it should be mentioned that
the teacher's a crackhead and
teaches class high everyday.

In what could have been a
really awkward "After School
Special" moment, the film
instead focuses on the effects
of drugs on our society (Dunn
uses them to escape from
his troubles; Drey flirts with
the idea of dealing them in
order to survive in her rundown neighborhood) while
also highlighting the power
of redemption and second
chances.
True, this isn't exactly
groundbreaking territory —
this material has been covered
in everything from "Requiem
for a Dream" to that very
special episode of "Saved by
the Bell" (you know the one).
But rarely has the issue been
dealt with in such a low-key,
highly effective manner. Fleck
uses hand-held cameras and
a slow, steady pace to tell his
story, which gives the film a
highly realistic touch. There
are no easy answers for any of
these characters' fates, which
only adds to the poignancy
of the film's ambiguous ending. There is no melodramatic
breakdown or group intervention scene, thankfully; every
action in the plot is believable
and understandable, all beautifully rendered by the two
main actors.
It's a fine work by Fleck
and, despite some -missteps
(several students give awkward historical speeches to
the camera), it's a sign for
even greater things to come.
Gosling, who started out on
"The Mickey Mouse Club"
before moving on to mediocre
mainstream films ("Murder by
Numbers," "The Notebook")
and intense indies (check out

his work as a skinhead in "The
Believer), is finally making
his mark as a smart, sensitive
actor who was never able to
get material good enough to
show off his talents. With his
first Oscar nomination at the
age of 26, one can imagine
a long, successful career for
this performer. The same can
be said for Epps, who has
wonderful chemistry with
Gosling.
The actress has scooped up
numerous awards for her role,
though she failed to make the
cut at the Oscars. And despite
some worrisome upcoming
productions, there's no denying that Epps's talent is too
immense to hide, and she'll
hopefully go the successful route of other great child
actors like Jodie Foster. It's a
wonderful performance, and
viewers will hope to see much
more of her in the future.
With such a small-budgeted film as this (it was
made for less than $1 million),
there aren't that many special
features included on the disc
— besides the standard, rather
dull commentary by the writers and director, there's some
snooze-worthy deleted and
extended scenes, and a really
out-of-place rap video by
someone named Rhymefest.
But there are a few minutes
of really funny outtakes that
always entertain and bring
some laughs to this otherwise
downbeat tale. But don't let
the subject matter discourage
you from renting the movie (or
Netflixing it, if you so desire);
it's a powerful film from three
of Hollywood's most prominent emerging young artists.

LINDSEY ELSEY
STAFF WRITER

Josh Hutcherson and
Anna Sophia Robb star as
Jesse Aarons and Leslie Burke
in "Bridge to Terabithia,"
directed by Gabor Csupo.
You may recognize Miss
Robb as Violet from Tim
Burton's quirky "Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory,"
though you see more of her
face here without the trademark bubblegum. This is
yet another screen adaptation of a popular children's
novel to be produced by
the partnering of the Walt
Disney
Company
and
Walden Media, who earned
acclaim for last year's "The
Chronicle's of Narnia."
Jesse and Leslie are outcasts in their small-town
school who find little refuge
in their homes. The two
form an unlikely friendship as they band together
against the helplessness they
face in reality and create an
enchanted world that only
they have the power to rule.
It is the lesson they learn in
friendship and imagination
that helps them deal with the
inevitable tragedies of life.
I must admit that after
seeing the trailers, I did not
expect much from this film.
Having read the book by
Katherine Paterson when I
was younger, I was disappointed to see the story
being marketed as a rip-off
of Walden Media's earlier success, "The Lion, the
Witch and the Wardrobe."
Thankfully,
the
teasers
turned out to be largely
deceiving.
Instead of yet another
episode of run away to
Neverland, the movie drew
the audience into the very
real, bittersweet lives of two
children. The fantasy kingdom was clearly a product
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of their imagination and was
kept from taking over the
stronger points of the movie.
Keeping the effects as far in
the background as possible
was a wise decision.
The story never was about
slaying giants or flying with
dragons, so the decision to
spin all advertisements that
way is puzzling. It seems
companies are convinced
that Americans believe any
movie that doesn't require
a city full of special effects
technicians to run it is no
longer worth seeing it. But
as "Eragon" recently proved,
dazzling effects cannot make
up for a poor story.
Poor acting is also a
danger, especially when the
weight of the movie rests
on inexperienced actors.
Hutcherson and Robb may
be young, but they handle
their roles with an earnestness and maturity that half of
Hollywood could not pull off
convincingly. Most notably in
the scenes between Jesse and
his father, watching the boy's
face convinced me that he
actually felt those deep emotions without having to say a
word. It's hard to believe he
is only 14 years old.
Despite being largely marketed to younger audiences,
the film was intelligently
crafted and refreshingly free
of cheap laughs. The recent
trend in animation companies for spitting out movies
with little substance and less
tact has been aggravating to
say the least.
It's nice that at least
one person at Disney has
enough sense and respect for
the audience to choose an
insightful and moving storyline over the 100th chorus of
belches and giggles. "Bridge
to Terabithia" proves that we
don't have to watch a gag
every minute to have a solidly entertaining experience.
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PREVIEWS
MICHAEL HUNLEY
STAFF WRITER

MOVIES

"The Astronaut Farmer,"
Feb. 23
Oh, Billy Bob Thornton.
First you engage in a highly
publicized
marriage with
Angelina Jolie, then you star
in a bunch of REALLY bad
movies ("The Ice Harvest,

anyone?). So what do you do
next? Make a family film about
a family man who decides to
make his own rocket ship, perhaps? Alright. Good luck with
that! Thornton stars as Charles
Farmer, an ex-NASA astronaut
who dreams of flying up to the
stars with his family, including
wife Virginia Madsen. Wait,
wasn't this done in "October
Sky?" And "Space Cowboys?"
And, like, a dozen of other
films? Yes, it was.
"The Number 23," Feb. 23
In between making crappy
comedies like "Fun with Dick
and Jane" and destined-tobe-crappy cartoons like the
forthcoming "Horton Hears
a Who," Jim Carrey spends
his time proving he's a "serious actor." So he decides to
make crappy thrillers where
he's being haunted by the
number 23. Why? Why not?
Virginia Madsen (hey, she gets
around) co-stars as Carrey's
wife, and ... wait a minute.
Its release date is on the 23rd!
Coincidence? One would think
not!

a

tion of the hilarious Comedy
Central show, the inept deputies of Reno travel to Miami to
prevent a terrorist attack during a police convention, and
R-rated shenanigans ensue.
But if the movie is anywhere
as funny as the show (which
is expectedly improvised by
its fine cast), this should be the
best comedy of the year. Be on
the lookout for fan favorites
Lieutenant Dangle (he who
wears the short shorts) and
Deputy Wiegel (who gets to
show off her scoliosis bra on
the beach). See it with a loved
one.
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DVDs
"Stranger than Fiction,"
Feb. 27
A fine vehicle to show off
the softer side of Will Ferrell,
this creative comedy/drama
had a short spell at the box
office, but will hopefully find
more success on DVD. Ferrell is
an ordinary man who wakes up
one morning and hears a voice
narrating all of his actions.
Little does he know that an
acclaimed novelist, played by
Emma Thompson, is writing
a new book, and Ferrell's character is her protagonist. It's a
funny little mind-twister, featuring a great supporting cast
including Dustin Hoffman,
Queen Latifah and Maggie
Gyllenhaal.
"The Land Before Time
XII: The Great Day of the
Flyers," Feb. 7
Shouldn't this series of
direct-to-DVD cartoons be
extinct by now? Seriously,
these dinosaurs and their
commercialist ways must be
stopped. Until then, enjoy
the umpteenth sequel, which
revolves around something
called the "Great Day of the
Flyers," which apparently
involves lots of prehistoric

"Reno 911!: Miami," Feb.
23
In a big-screen adapta-

Apartment living is for freshmen.

drama and the vocal talents
of Camryn Manheim. Makes
sense.

CDs
"Back Numbers," Dean &
Britta, Feb. 27
Britta Phillips and Dean
Wareham, former members
of the acclaimed band Luna,
follow up their 2003 album
"L'Avventura"
with more
dreamy pop music. Their
approach to each song is completely different, but always
creative and enjoyable. Little
known facts: Phillips voiced
the titular character in "Jem,"
that really campy '80s animated show about a glam rock
singer with magical earrings.
Remember that show? Admit
it, you do. And you loved it!

Step into a house.

Your own fireplace, your own home...
the ultimate in student living.
Designed for independent
student living, these individual,
fully-detached homes, each
with its own fireplace, are set
in the wooded surroundings of
Clemson's natural beauty.
Affordable craftsman style
homes, private landscaped
grounds and sophisticated "jii
amenities make for the perfect
setting to enjoy the most
college has to offer!

"Jesus, Jesus, Jesus," Rev.
Timothy Wright, Feb. 27
This is for those who say
TimeOut doesn't cater to a wide
range of musical tastes. Check
out this reverend who has been
playing the piano since the
ripe old age of 12! Song selections in this CD include "Jesus,
Jesus, Jesus (The Katrina
Song)," "Hallelujah Anyhow"
and "He Will Do."

• Wide front porch with full-size,
outdoor stone fireplace. Fireplace
offers easy on/off gas logs for
ambience & heat without the mess
• 4 Bedrooms, each with its own
private bath and walk-in closets
• Spacious kitchen with black appliances
& granite countertops
TV
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"Veronica Mars," The CW,
Tuesdays at 9 p.m.
Are you watching this
insanely addictive teen-detective drama? You're not, are
you? It's mystery and intrigue!
It's college co-ed mischief!
Well, you disgust TimeOut.
The show focuses on a modern-day Nancy Drew, who
solves crimes with a sassy,
spunky demeanor. It's pretty
addictive, extremely funny
and just about the only good
thing on television today. Go
and rent/buy the first two
seasons, start watching the
currently running third season
and get all your friends to do
the same.
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by Michael Hunley
and Liz Hunter*
It's th
every bod
it's Osc

e agail
hat's 4
ason.I
:, no™
atTi
rings joy to our hearts
ore than The Academy
Awards...except maypej
the new Pussycat Dolls
reality show. Since we
are, in fact, the leading
l^xpeWolFthe film
ndustry, we're back in
f force with our annual
Oscar predictions. Read
up on our take on this
year's awards because
they'll be here faster than
Britney can say "Bye, bye,
bye" to her hair. Oops, she
did it again, y'all!

PICTURE
ACTOR
Will/Should Win:
Forest Whitaker,
"The Last King of Scotland"
Should Have Been Nominated:
Sacha Baron Cohen, "Borat"
(VO
After delivering a superb performance earlier in the
*\^
year as an unforgiving, by-the-books detective on FX's "The
^^
Shield," Forest Whitaker did a complete 180 with his performance
in "Scotland," playing the charming Idi Amin, a real-life Ugandan
dictator who actually ended up to be a cold-blooded psychopath. Through
these roles, Whitaker proved yet again that he is one of the best and most
understated actors working today. But that's not to count out the hilarious
Sacha Baron Cohen, whose "Borat", despite his controversies, was a brilliant
comic creation, and was unfairly snubbed for the uber-sappiness of Will Smith
in "The Pursuit of Happyness." Not cool.

ACTRESS
Will/Should Win: Helen Mirren, "The Queen"
Should Have Been Nominated: Maggie Gyllenhaal, "Sherrybaby"
Though Helen Mirren has won just about every acting award available since
Moses roamed the earth, this IS Dame Helen Mirren we are talking about, and
her performance as the repressed Queen Elizabeth II was the stuff of legends.
Hell, she should even been given the friggin' Heisman Trophy! But for now,
her inevitable, long-awaited Oscar (after two previous nominations), should be
enough. Although it would have been nice if the lovely Maggie Gyllenhaal, too
often overshadowed by her hunk of a brother, finally got some Oscar-lovin'.

Will Win: "Little Miss Sunshine"
Should Win: "The Queen"
Should Have Been Nominated: "Children of Men"
The feel-good sleeper hit of 2006, "Little Miss Sunshine," should easily
take home Oscar gold, and deservedly so — if you didn't like this movie,
then seriously, you have no soul. However, the sensitive, subtle "The
Queen," chronicling the aftermath of Princess Diana's death amongst the
royal family, was the most effective film of last year, followed closely by
the hard-hitting "Children of Men," which, for reasons no one knows, was
left off the Best Picture list.

SUPPORTING ACTOR
Will Win: Alan Arkin, "Little Miss Sunshine"
Should Win: Mark Wahlberg, "The Departed"
Should Have Been Nominated: Michael Sheen, "The Queen"
Alan Arkin was a hoot in "Little Miss Sunshine," and, thankfully, he
breathed some life into an otherwise thankless role (Cantankerous
grandfather? Been there, done that). But don't discredit Mark Wahlberg,
who was so funny and menacing with his short amount of screen time
in "The Departed." While Jack Nicholson, Leonardo DiCaprio and
Matt Damon got the most attention for their showier roles, Wahlberg's
performance was actually the most skilled — surprising for someone who
used to be part of a "Funky Bunch." Although it was very discouraging
to see "The Queen's" Michael Sheen, as Blair, get overlooked by voters,
who thought the one-note Djimon Hounsou in "Blood Diamond" was more
deserving of a nomination ... when he wasn't. At all.

SUPPORTING ACTRESS
Will/Should Win: Jennifer Hudson, "Dreamgirls"
Should Have Been Nominated: Shareeka Epps, "Half Nelson"

DIRECTOR
Will/Should Win: Martin Scorsese, "The Departed"
Should Have Been Nominated: Alfonso Cuaron, "Children of Men"
Much hoopla is being made over eight-time nominee (and loser) Martin
Scorsese finally having a chance at winning. The fact that the prolific director
actually deserves the award will make the win all the more tasty. It sure would
have been nice if the highly talented Alfonso Cuaron got a nomination for
directing the criminally overlooked "Children of Men," you know. But whatever.

Though Simon hated her on "American Idol," Jennifer Hudson made
an astounding debut as screwed-over Effie in "Dreamgirls," and she
should get some Oscar gold for her troubles. Not only was Hudson's
performance larger than life, it holds special significance because it
proves once and for all that "American Idol" is not, in fact, the sole
remaining deciding force behind talent. Here at TimeOut, we love
underdogs, so the fact that Hudson gained more attention for her role
than Beyonce adds to the affect of her amazing debut.
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PRIDE . . .
Our actions
honor our
university,
traditions,
teams,
performance,
people and
each other.

Clemson students, faculty and staff - YOU embody what is great
about our university, teams and traditions.

Be orange on Fridays.
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Sign A Lease In Tlie
Montli Of February
And You 11 Get To
Spin Tlie
U.V. Prize Wheel!
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Sign A Lease And Be
Entered In A Drawing For
$2000 CA$H!
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4Bed/4Bath TownHome
Internet, and Hater!

(864) 639 5728 WWW.UNIVERSITYCONDOS.COM
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2 <£ 3 Bedroom Condos

& dUtofe & Sated Community
Hurry... Only 22 units!
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• Granite Countertops
• Stainless Appliances
• Hardwood Floors
• Heated Pool with Club House
• Gas Lanterns
• Sand Volleyball / Basketball Court
• Just 0.9 miles from Bowman Field
• Located in Historic Calhoun District

For more information call:

(864) 654-4404
Developed by: HMS Development, LLC
Marketed by: The Foothills Group
RE/MAX Foothills Real Estate, Inc.
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www.DevelopmentsbyHMS.com

